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 From Editor’s desk    

 

 

 

Safety means first aid to the uninjured. 

 

Improving environmental and occupational safety systems is the main subject of interest of the 
researchers / authors of the papers published in this issue. Contributions encompass improvement of the health 
and safety and analysis of health hazards due to fire at industrial plants, as well as hazards of household and 
chemical accidents. All the authors took in consideration hazard and risk assessment in the working environment 
and the consequences that  adverse events can have to the health of the individuals and the entire population. 
The editor team was pleased to offer readers new information and research results. 

 

Unapređenje sistema zaštite radne i životne sredine je i u ovom broju časopisa bilo lajt motiv istraživača-
autora radova. Prilog unapređenju zdravlja i bezbednosti dali su autori analizirajući zdravstvene opasnosti usled 
požara na industrijskim postrojenjima, kućnim instalacijama i pri hemijskim akcidentima. Svi autori su se bavili 
sagledavanjem opasnosti i procenom rizika u radnoj i životnoj sredini, kao i posledicama koje mogu imati ovakvi 
neželjenih događaji na zdravlje pojedinca i čitave populacije. Uređivačkom timu je bilo zadovoljstvo da ponudi 
čitaocima časopisa nove informacije i nova naučna saznanja.  

 

On behalf of the editors 
 

      Doc. Dejan Krstić, PhD 
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CHARACTERISTICS OF SOLAR 
RADIATION IN REGION CLOSE TO 
TIMISOARA 
 
Abstract: This paper presents a study on the solar potential in the 
south-west part of Romania based on measurements carried out and 
published by the Department of Physical Foundations of Engineering 
and values provided by the Station of monitoring the solar radiation at 
the Faculty of Physics from West University. Annual thermal potential 
is 1247 kWh/m2/year horizontal surface. Potential thermal optimum on 
a tilted surface is 1456 kWh/m2/year. Quantity of heat produced in one 
year by 1 m2 inclined under the optimum angle; is 1094 kWh/m² / year. 

Key words: irradiation, radiation, solar potential, pyranometer. 

 
INTRODUCTION 
Proper design of solar energy systems requires accurate 
knowledge about the solar radiation obtainable at 
particular locations.  
The best radiation information of a place is obtained 
from experimental measurements of the global and 
diffuse components of the solar insolation at that place 
[1]. 
Design and implementation of modern equipment for 
efficient conversion of solar energy into other forms of 
energy requires knowledge of the solar potential of the 
location where the solar system is used and weather 
conditions that affect the performance of the energy 
chain. Heatstroke a place of its meteorological factors 
are uncontrollable variables to which knowledge 
necessary detailed measurements carried out over 
longer time, usually tens of years [2]. 
For long periods of time (a month, a year), the amount 
of useful energy of the solar installation depends on the 
total radiation but also on the solar potential because 
for lower intensities than the average intensity, the 
facility is inefficient. The total irradiation that exceeds 
the critical line depends on the global radiation and on 
the fraction of insolation. 
Some solar radiation measurements using pyranometers 
have been performed since 1976 at Politehnica 
University of Timisoara [1,2]. 
This paper presents a study on the solar potential in 
region close to Timisoara, based on measurements 
carried out and published by the Department Physical 
Foundations of Engineering and values provided by the  
Monitoring Station of solar radiation at the Faculty of 
Physics from West University of Timisoara. 
 
 
 

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND 
DATABASE 
Pyranometer 

The pyranometer is designed to measure the global 
radiant flux G [Wm-2] in horizontal plan, but also for 
measuring the diffuse radiation. The sensor is shown in 
next figure (see Fig. 1). 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Pyranometer 
 
Wattmeter 

The SOLARIS 1 wattmeter measures solar radiation 
intensity in the plan of the solar collector and has been 
designed to equip the BFI department users to be able 
to calculate the efficiency of solar installations. 
Sensitivity error is ± 1W/m2. 

Experimental setup 

The experimental setup is installed on the roof of 
Faculty of Electronics and Telecommunication at 
coordinates 45°44´49,65´´N, 21°13´33,92´´E. The site 
consists of a weather station for the measurement of 
temperature, direction and speed of the wind and 
atmospheric pressure (Fig. 2), a pyranometer for 
measuring the global radiation, and one for measuring 
the difuse radiation. The sensors of the setup have been 
integrated into a data acquisition system based on 
National Instruments PXI Platform, including a PXI-
6259 data acquisition board optimized for high 
accuracy [2]. 
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Figure 2. Measurement system, location:                         

Politehnica University 
 
The system sensors have an input/output range of 
0÷2000 W/m2 and 4÷20mA respectively, and a time 
constant of 28 seconds [2, 3].  
The LabView software components process the 
measured values every 15 sec and store them in an SQL 
database. Figure 3 presents the architecture of the 
software. 
 

 
Figure 3 Software components of the measurement system 

 
The LabView software also provides the time values 
for every day, month, year, hour, minute and second 
and this is besides the instantaneous measured values. 
Also, online data is provided by the project web page 
http://solar.physics.uvt.ro/srms which displays the 
instantaneous solar radiation values on the horizontal 
unit surface, or inclined in different directions, together 
with other climate parameters [8]. 
The „online data” that exists uses an SQL program that 
displays graphically the hourly average energy for the 
current and previous days. The SQL database uses a 
two-server configuration for data redundancy and fault-
tolerance. 

MEASURED VARIABLES. 
STATISTICAL AVERAGES  
Irradiance in horizontal plan 

Was measured hourly over several years and denoted 
by Ga , m, d, h where: a - number of the year, m - 
month, m∈(1,12), d - day of the month, d∈(1,31), h - 
measurement time zone (hour), h∈(1,14)[9,10]. 
In order  to characterize the average days of the month, 
averages were calculated for each hour with the 
formula: 

         (1) 

where D is the total number of measurements at h hour 
of the calendar month; D=31∙a. Average irradiance for 
a given month was calculated with the formula 

          (2) 

where H is the total number of measurements (hours ) 
of data related to the average day of the given month. 
Annual average irradiance was calculated using the 
formula 

                       (3) 

(W/m2) where M is the number of months, M = 12 . 
Irradiation for 1 hour of the average day of the month 
was calculated with the formula 

          (4) 
(J/m2/h). Irradiation daytime for the average day of a 
month was calculated by formula 8: 

         (5) 

 (J/m2/h). Irradiation for the average day of the year is 
calculated by formula 9 (J/m2/h): 

                (6) 

Energy ( solar potential ). The average solar potential 
per time unit which permeates through the horizontal 
surface with area of 1 m2, at the ground, within 1 year 
is given by the formula: 

  (7) 

 (J/m2/h), where N is the number of days . 

EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
Global Irradiation of the solar flux. BFI 
measurements 
For the 45 ° parallel the ratio between the average solar 
energy on the collection surface inclined under the 
optimum angle and the average solar energy in the 
horizontal plane is r= 1.17. For Timisoara the optimal 
angle of the plan solar collector is 50°. So the solar 
potential for optimum inclination angle is: 

                   (8) 
The average optical efficiency of the thermal collectors 
is: 

                (9) 
So the maximum amount of heat (solar thermal 
potential) that is produced in one year by the collecting 
area of 1m2, tilted at the optimum angle is 

                 (10) 

On the results shown below it is visible that the highest 
values are in June, more than 800W/m2 [1,6,7]. 
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Figure 3. Hourly distribution of solar radiation for 

average days for even months, year 2012 
 

 
Figure 4. Hourly distribution of solar radiation for 

average days for odd months, year 2012 
 
On tables below (table 1 and table 2) results are shown 
computing data registered from starting from year 
2010, 2011 and 2012. 
 

Table 1. Global solar irradiation of the average day 
Gm,h(W/m2), BFI measurements 

Month 
Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Hour 

6 0 0 0 0 0 43 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 0 0 0 39 118 142 145 94 0 0 0 0 
8 0 0 105 114 265 343 358 267 159 62 0 0 

9 73 106 190 330 480 590 475 416 312 183 97 0 
10 102 169 286 374 580 704 681 612 414 276 163 94 

11 154 247 336 508 610 745 771 691 487 334 231 137 

12 188 291 384 512 615 807 801 704 538 364 261 158 

13 190 282 380 470 605 810 778 701 543 367 252 146 

14 174 210 345 412 590 720 693 646 476 315 182 107 

15 104 165 293 352 512 629 602 538 413 273 116 82 

16 36 84 214 280 384 431 504 426 279 127 44 0 

17 0 0 126 237 317 417 395 298 158 0 0 0 

18 0 0 0 142 176 264 189 68 0 0 0 0 
19 0 0 0 0 0 92 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Gm 
[W/m2] 

128 194 266 314 438 481 533 455 378 256 168 121 

G year 
 [W/m2] 

311 

Hm(d) 3.67 5.59 9.57 13.57 18.91 24.25 23.01 19.66 13.60 8.28 4.84 2.61 

Hyear(d)  12.30 MJ/m2 per day 

Qhoriz 4490 MJ/m2 per year=1247 kWh/m2 per year 

Qoptim 1456 

Qthermal 1094kWh/m2 per year 

Global solar irradiance flux in WestUniversity 
determination [2,4,5] 
At the West University of Timisoara, solar radiation is 
measured with Kipp&Zonen pyranometers belonging 
to the solar radiation monitoring station.  
This monitoring station has DeltaOHM LP PYRA first 
class pyranometers. 
The station was carried out under a grant from the 
Department of Physics in collaboration with the 
Department of Measurements and Optical Electronics 
MEO-UPT, funded by the Minister of Research [2,3,4]. 
 

Table2. Global solar irradiance of the average day 
Gm,h(W/m2), West University measurements 

Month Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Hour 
6 0 0 15 3 19 31 23 7 0 0 0 0 
7 0 5 71 38 94 136 112 64 20 4 8 0 

8 19 41 178 134 204 263 243 208 98 47 57 14 

9 71 101 285 247 324 406 384 357 217 144 140 67 

10 133 167 376 374 427 526 494 504 338 249 209 119 

11 175 206 441 485 507 615 589 620 425 332 260 135 

12 197 231 454 545 570 657 632 685 484 384 262 145 

13 190 216 424 562 589 680 644 694 506 399 246 129 

14 153 173 363 550 566 652 630 671 486 360 189 95 

15 95 126 276 464 497 576 574 606 426 296 109 52 

16 38 72 175 386 442 477 485 499 327 197 33 13 

17 4 20 80 275 311 376 381 364 204 98 1 0 

18 0 0 19 160 197 258 259 220 94 21 0 0 
19 0 0 3 55 98 143 134 91 19 0 0 0 

20 0 0 0 4 24 47 41 14 0 0 0 0 
Gm 

[W/m2] 87 113 236 286 343 390 375 374 254 195 127 66 

G year 
 [W/m2] 237 

Hm(d) 3.87 4,89 11,38 15,42 17,53 21,03 20,25 20,17 13,12 9,11 5,45 2,77 

H year(d) 12,08 MJ/m2 per day 

Qhoriz 4410 MJ/m2 per an = 1225 kWh/m2 per year 

Qoptim 1433 

Qthermal 1074 kWh/m2 per year 

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 
Results for both laboratories for solar radiation-solar 
potential are shown in next table. In these table values 
of the solar potential, the averages, absolute and 
relative errors are shown. 
 

Table 4. Thermal solar potential 
 Qthermal,BFI 

[kWh/m2 

/year] 

Qthermal,UVT 
[kWh/m2 

/year] 
 1094 1074 

Qthermal,  
[kWh/m2/year] 1084 

ΔQthermal,  
[kWh/m2/year] 

-10 10 

ε (%) 0.91 0.93 
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CONCLUSIONS 

We can conclude that these measurements made by the 
two laboratories are in very good agreement.In 
agreement with BFI determination, we conclude the 
following:  
• In the summer months (June, July, August) global 

solar radiation flux density in the horizontal plane at 
noon varies between 615-810 W/m2;  

• In the months pass season - spring and autumn 
(March, April, May, September, October, 
November) global solar radiation flux density in the 
horizontal plane at noon varies between 261-384 
W/m2;  

• In winter months (December, January, February), 
global solar radiation flux density in the horizontal 
plane at noon varies between 158-291 W/m2;  

• The amount of incident solar energy per year per 
unit on the horizontal surface is 1247 kWh/m2/year;  

• The amount of incident solar energy per year per 
unit surface with optimum tilt is 1456 kWh/m2/year.  

The average amount of BFI and UVT measurements on 
the surface of the heat produced annual by the optimum 
tilt unit is 1094 kWh/m2 year. 
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KARAKTERISTIKE SUNČEVOG ZRAČENJA U  

OKOLINI TEMIŠVARA 
Ioan Luminosu, Aldo De Sabata, Simona Ilie, Dejan Jovanović,  Dejan Krstić 

 
Rezime: U ovom radu je predstavljena studija solarnog potencijala u južno- zapadnom delu Rumunije koja se 
zasniva na merenju izvršenom i objavljenom od strane laboratorije za fiziku i inženjerstvo. Rezultati su dobijeni u 
stanici za monitoring sunčevog zračenja koja se nalazi na fakultetu fizike iz zapadnog univerziteta. Godišnji 
termalni potencijal na horizontalnoj površini je 1247 kWh/m2/godini  dok optimalni termalni potencijal na površini 
postavljenoj pod uglom iznosi 1456 kWh/m2/godini. Količina toplote proizvedene u jednoj godini na površini od 1 
m2  pod optimalnim uglom je 1094 kWh/m² /godini. 
Ključne reči: zračenje, solarni potencijal, piranometar. 
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FIRES ON THE HOUSEHOLD LOW-
VOLTAGE DISTRIBUTION BOARD 
CAUSED BY THE ABSENCE OF POLE 
MOUNTED FUSES AND SURGE 
ARRESTERS 
 
Abstract: This paper deals with the issue of the fire occurrence which 
is caused by low-voltage electrical installations (household distribution 
board) due to the absence of protective devices (fuses and surge 
arresters) on the pillars of the electrical distribution network. The 
example of calculation of fault currents is given, for the fault current on 
the basis of which it is proved the necessity of installing of pole 
mounted fuse on the latest pillar of low-voltage electrical distribution 
network. In the paper there are examples of fire expertise for fires 
caused by non-installation of pole mounted fuses and surge arresters 
are presented. 
 

Key words: atmospheric discharges, over-voltages, fault current, fire, 
pole mounted fuse, surge arrester. 

 
INTRODUCTION 
A common cause of fire is an overvoltage of 
atmospheric origin. Thunderstorm is the most common 
cause of atmospheric discharges (lightning) in low-
voltage system, its environment, or sometimes directly 
into the building. Atmospheric discharges into the 
electrical network and around it, cause over-voltages in 
the network itself which thanks to their wave nature, 
come into the building in question and may cause 
severe damage to the electrical installation with the 
possibility of fire occurrence. Direct atmospheric 
discharges into the facility, as the cause of the fire, are 
much less common and usually are accompanied by 
significant mechanical damages of the parts of building 
in question. 
Regardless of the location and type of lightning, 
electricity generated in low-voltage system must be 
emptied into the ground. This may occur through the 
surge arrester or the breakthrough on some of the 
pillars of the low-voltage network.  However, if the 
breakthrough does not occur or discharging through the 
surge arrester is insufficient, it is achieved through the 
electricity consumers. The maximum quantity of power 
surges is discharged on the part of installation that has 
the lowest level of insulating strength. Even in cases of 
household distribution board and electrical meters of 
the same type, not all of them are of the same 
homogeneity, age, insulating spacers live parts with the 
same under voltage and with the same weak points, 
which usually results in a fatal damage to the 
installation of a consumer, and rarely in more. 
Overloads and short circuits are also unpredictable, and 
thus cannot be prevented. The overloaded current is 
slightly larger than the nominal, while the short-circuit 
current is significantly higher than the nominal current, 

resulting in overheating of conductors, connecting 
places and devices that belong to the circuit. This is the 
cause of failure of the devices, and often malfunction 
that could lead to the occurrence of fire.  
 It could be concluded that protection devices must 
exist in order to surge protect the household 
distribution board, overload and short circuit by 
promptly reacting to prevent a fire. It is precisely the 
quality of care that is determined by how quickly it will 
reach an efficiency of "exclusion" of adverse events in 
the network. It is common practice in our electric utility 
companies that some of the measures of protection are 
not posed for unjustified reasons. 

MEASURES OF PROTECTION 
Measures of protection against over-voltage (surge 
arresters) are performed with the aim to provide not 
only low-voltage networks protection, as well as power 
lines and household distribution board with 
measurement group, but also to protect the internal 
electrical installation and the whole building from the 
penetration surges. The decision on the installation, 
replacement and maintenance of the surge arrester is 
solely responsibility of the supplier of electricity 
(power distribution companies) [1]. There is surely a 
need for setting up an adequate surge arrester on the 
pole or in the measure-distributive board, in the case of 
household connection at its end (last pole) of the longer 
section of the low-voltage network, the critical position 
of the building in question and the high isocerenaunic 
level (high number of thunderstorm days during the 
year) [2].  
In practice, it often happens that the Supplier of 
electricity installs surge arresters only if the legislation 
requires it explicitly, while if there is a clause 
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"installation if necessary" (for increased risk areas) it is 
as a rule and unreasonably interpreted as "not 
required". Although the Supplier of electricity is the 
only one that has the right and responsibility of choice 
and application of specific measures of protection 
against over-voltage (within the rules of law), the 
supplier of electricity has also legal obligation as must 
to provide protection against over-voltage [3]. Thus, 
the Electricity supply company has the exclusive right 
to decide whether to set surge arresters in a place where 
there is no imperative of its setting, so that in case of 
failure to put such a low-voltage network, it cannot be 
considered technically incorrect in advance, but it is 
considered to be more or less risky.  
Melted fuses are being installed at the beginning of the 
circuit or the distribution line that should have the role 
to protect against over-current and short-circuit current. 
In this way, all electrical components are protected 
against excessive thermal stresses which could be 
considerable and could lead to occurrence of fire. The 
main parts of melted fuses are: housing and melted 
inset. The inset consists of a refractory cartridge, whose 
metal contacts are pieced together with special, easily 
melted wire. The wire is dimensioned according to the 
rated current value which appropriate cartridge can 
hold indefinitely, and melts if it exceeds the allowable 
limit, and if such a regime lasts long enough. The 
melting of wire breaks the circuit in which the fuse is 
placed. The speed of the soluble inset response depends 
on the intensity of the current that "passes" through the 
fuse. The higher the value of the current, the fuse will 
react faster. After melting the wire, it is prohibited to 
replace melted wires (by technical regulations) and it is 
required to replace the entire cartridge.  
Surge arresters are devices that have non-linear 
resistors tied to the earth which while crossing of over-
voltage reduce their resistance by leading some of the 
energy into the earth. With the disappearance of over-
voltage they increase their resistance to the original 
value. Latest generations of surge arresters are divided 
into two groups according to their construction: silicon 
carbide (SiC) and metal oxide or zinc oxide (ZnO) 
surge arresters.  
Figure 1 shows the external appearance of pole 
mounted fuse and surge arrester.  
 

   
 

Figure 1. The appearance of pole mounted fuse (left) 
and surge arrester (right) 

 

Although the installation of surge arresters and pole 
mounted fuses in financial terms as a rule, is paid by 
final consumers (in the same way as the consumer 
bears all the costs for installation, distribution board, 
electric meter, timer, household connection, etc.), the 
consumer has no technical authority over this devices. 
Technical competence and ownership of certain parts 
of the installation of a service connection are often 
equated, which may have significant legal as well as 
technical consequences. Household connection 
partition in two parts, outer and inner part (according to 
the cited technical recommendations of electrical 
company) in effect represents the partition to visible 
and invisible part of the household connection. In 
technical terms, the installation of a service connection 
is a unified, and therefore must be under a single 
jurisdiction, i.e. under the jurisdiction of electricity 
distribution companies. Liability for damage caused to 
the consumer facility, originated from the damage of 
installation of household connection (except 
mechanical damage by the consumer) should be borne 
by the electricity supply company.  

CALCULATION OF FAULT CURRENTS 
We will assume that the building which poses 
maximum power, simultaneously, of 15kW of electrical 
power powered through low-voltage of the excerpt of 
transformer station 10/0.4 kV. We will also assume that 
the excerpt, to which several customers are connected 
to, is protected (from the current overload and short 
circuit) by blade fuse with a nominal current of 125 A. 
Excerpt to the first pillar is done as underground cable 
PP41-Y 4x50 mm2, and it continues as an overhead line 
- a bundle of bare conductors Al/Fe4x50mm2 from the 
first pillar. Household connection cable type is PPOO 4 
x 6 mm2 (Figures 2 and 3).  

 
Figure 2. The delivery of electric power 

 
The numbers in Figure 2 represent: 
1 - Transformer station TS 10/0.4 kV 
2 - Earthing of transformer station 
3 - Distribution line cable 
4 - Switching from cable to overhead line 
5 - Overhead distribution line 
6 - Household connection line (outer and inner part) 
7 - Distribution board and measuring location 
8 - Earthing of the building in question.  
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The neutral point of the secondary of transformer is 
grounded by earther (RTS) with the resistance value of 
1Ω. Protective bus in distribution board is galvanically 
connected with earthing (ROB) of the building (TT 
protection system against indirect contact is applied), 
whose ground resistance is 2 Ω.  
 

 
 

Figure 3. Single-pole scheme of electrical installations 
 
One can calculate the impedance of individual stocks 
based on these data on the lines [4] shown on the 
single-pole scheme (Figure 3) of electrical installations 
that correspond to the analyzed case. The values of lk, 
lv and lkp are lengths of cable line, overhead line and 
household connection line, respectively. The values of 
rk, rv and rkp are longitudinal resistances of cable line, 
overhead line and household connection line, 
respectively. The values of Lk, Lv and Lkp are 
longitudinal inductances of cable line, overhead line 
and household connection line, respectively. 

Single-phase ground fault 
We will assume that the fault occurred in distribution 
board (Figure 4), i.e. that there has been a electrical 
breakdown from one phase to household connection 
line and protective bus (due to damage to the insulation 
of the phase conductors, for example).  
The fault current is calculated using formula (1):  

s

f
k Z

U
I =                  (1) 

( fU  is nominal phase voltage - 230V, sZ is fault loop 
impedance).                       

                                      

 
 

Figure 4. Three-phase electrical scheme for single-
phase ground fault 

 
As shown in Figure 4, the fault loop consists of a phase 
winding of transformer secondary, the phase 
conductors to the fault, the grounding of the facility, 

the ground electrode of the secondary transformer, as 
well as the land between two ground electrodes. When 
calculating the fault loop impedance the impedance 
phase of transformer winding of the secondary can be 
neglected (RT, XT≈0).  
The fault loop impedance is: 

TSOBkpvks RRZZZZ ++++=1                              (2) 

( )Ω+= 0835.08165.31 jZs  , Ω= 8174.31sZ  where : 

kZ - is impedance of cable line, vZ - is impedance of 

overhead line and kpZ - is impedance of household 

connection line. 
The fault current is:  

AVIk 25.60
8174.3
230

1 =
Ω

= . 

The intensity of the fault current can cause overheating 
and fire occurrence in distribution board. Therefore, it 
is necessary to interrupt the fault current timely. 
Function of deactivation of fault current can be 
performed only by a fuse in the transformer station, 
since it is the only in the power supply line (there are, 
of course, also fuses of the individual circuits of 
household installations, but they are not part of the fault 
loop for the fault that occurred in distribution board). 
The fuse in the transformer station cannot `see` the 
fault current of 60.25 A, because it is lower than the 
nominal current of the fuse. Therefore, the fuse in the 
transformer station will not react in a timely manner, 
nor it will react in this fault current. Thus, it is 
necessary to set the pole mounted fuses at the 
beginning of the household connection line.  
Simultaneous maximum power of 15 kW (i.e. every 
current phase of ( ) AVW 74.212303/15000 =⋅ ) 
corresponds to the inset of pole mounted fuse of 25 A.  
Figure 5 shows the characteristics of response of "fast" 
melted insets of pole mounted fuses [5]. The fuse with 
current rated 25 A breaks the fault current of 60 A in 
about 10 seconds, so it could be concluded that these 
fuses would likely prevent the spread of fire.  
 

 
 

Figure 5. Characteristics of response of                         
"fast" melted insets 
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Two-phase short circuit 
Naturally, in the case of a different kind of failure, the 
impedance of fault loop would be different, and so 
would the value of the fault current. Therefore, we will 
assume a fault for which the fault current is greater than 
the nominal current of the fuse in the transformer 
station (125 A). Since the fault loop impedance from 
the previous example is dominantly impacted by the 
resistance grounding system of the building in question 
and of transformer station, it is assumed that the failure 
occurred again in distribution board. However, in this 
case there is a short circuit between two phase 
conductors (Figure 6). 
 

 
 

Figure 6. Three-phase electrical scheme for the two-
phase short circuit 

 
In this case, the fault loop consists of a two-phase 
winding of the transformer secondary, the phase 
conductors of one phase of the transformer station that 
lead to the fault (in distribution board) and the phase 
conductors of the second phase of the fault to the 
transformer station. When calculating the fault loop, 
the impedance of phase winding of the transformer 
secondary should be disregarded.  
Fault loop impedance is:  

( )kpvks ZZZZ ++⋅= 22                      (3) 

( )Ω+= 17.063.12 jZs , Ω= 64.12sZ . 
The fault current is:  

2
2

s

l
k Z

UI =                  (4) 

( lU nominal line voltage-400V),         

AVIk 9.243
64.1

400
2 =

Ω
= . 

Since this value of intensity of the fault current is 
greater than the nominal value of the current of the fuse 
in the transformer station, there will be a response of 
this fuse. However, the question arises whether the 
circuit in the transformer station will timely (fast 
enough) react for that value of the fault current.  

 
Figure 7. Characteristics of response of high-power 

blade fuse insets 
Figure 7 shows the characteristics of response of high-
power blade fuse insets [5]. Fuse of the nominal current 
of 125 A breaks the fault current of 244 A for about 15 
minutes, which means that the fuse in the transformer 
station cannot respond in a timely manner in order to 
prevent the spread of fire.  
From the Figure 5, which shows the curves of current 
load of the "fast" melted fuse insets, it can be seen that 
the pole mounted fuses of the nominal current 25 A 
interrupts the fault current of 244 A in 20 minutes 
(almost momentarily), so there is no danger of fire.  
As we have already stated that fuses protect the 
distribution line (also) from overload, it is necessary to 
check whether the selected  mounted fuses (of 25 A) 
can protect the household connection from the 
overload. The maximum allowed current value for the 
household connection cable type PP00 4x6 mm2 is 
about 44 A [4]. It could be concluded that the overload 
by one phase of even 76%, would induce augmentation 
of heating of the conductor (with this level of overload, 
the fuse of 25 A will respond to in a minute).  
The conclusion is that the blade fuses in the 
transformer station cannot adequately protect the cable 
of household connection from the overload, nor  from 
the short circuit. Thus, it is necessary to set up adequate 
pole mounted fuses at the beginning of the household 
connection. However, in some rural areas it is a 
common practice that pole mounted fuses are not being 
installed, and we will, through concrete examples, 
show the consequences that may arise from such 
improper and/or irresponsible actions. 

EXAMPLE OF EXPERTISE 
The following specific examples are the result of 
expertise conducted by the Expert Commission of 
Faculty of the Electrical Engineering in Belgrade.  
We will present only the relevant parts of expertise that 
are related to typical situations [6]. 
At the time of the fire occurrence, the building is 
supplied with electricity by cable of transformer station 
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of 10/0.4 kV, of the low-voltage network of the total 
length of 1.9 km. Cable of the household connection 
type PP00 4x6 mm2 went up to the console on the roof, 
and then branched out into two cables type PP00 4x4 
mm2 for the power supply of certain parts of the 
building which had a separate electricity meter.  
 

 
 

Figure 8. The appearance of pillars from which the 
building is supplied with electric power 

 
From Figure 8 it can be clearly seen that the column 
does not have installed fuse, and also has no surge 
arresters, even though it is the last on the route.  
Since the distribution board is normally always 
energized, there is a possibility that the cause of the fire 
is malfunction in the electrical installation, and that 
there were conditions for the electricity to support the 
fire. The roof was completely burned except in the 
most remote parts of the building (from the part where 
distribution board was), suggesting that the cause of the 
fire should be first inquired to at electrical installations 
in the area of household connection cable and the 
distribution board.  
Copper beads as result of the melting of copper are 
formed at temperatures higher than 1083°C (the 
melting point of copper). When a short circuit - the arc 
of electricity causes the fire (the primary short-circuit), 
there are occurrence of considerably higher 
temperatures with formation of beads, and/or welds. 
There is also possibility of interruptions of the 
conductor due to the falling of molten copper. 
Secondary short circuit could be occurred on electrical 
installations as a result of the transferred fire that 
damages the insulation of conductors, causing a new 
arc. The metal structure testing of welds and beads, 
conducted by methods based on the presence of oxygen 
at the place and at the moment of short circuit, gave the 
final confirmation. With the primary short circuit there 
is great oxygen presence, and very little in the 
secondary short circuit, thus causing differences in the 
structure of the place cheats (Figure 9).  

 
 

Figure 9. The copper conductor in which there is 
visible trace of melting as a result of the high 

temperature of electric arc 
The appearance of two welt beads in a locus indicates 
to the existence of the electrical arc when developing 
very high temperatures, so this locus can certainly be 
place of fire, i.e. place of the primary short-circuit. This 
may, if necessary, further be confirmed by the 
metallographic examinations of welds on the conductor 
using the method of light microscopy, followed by a 
definitive confirmation by the method of X-ray 
analysis.  
The role of existing undamaged main fuses (of 20 A) 
behind the electricity meter is to protect the junction 
electrical installation facility. It cannot protect the 
electric meter and household connection cables that are 
ahead of them (from the short circuit current). If there 
are inadequate main fuses set, it would have a 
significant effect only if a fire started on the inner 
electrical system of the building that is, in terms of 
protection against short circuit current and overload, in 
the jurisdiction of the consumer.  
The maximum allowed intensity of current of 
household cable conductors of the console to the 
distribution board (section of 4 mm2), demanded the 
installation of pole mounted fuses of 25 A. The absence 
of such pole mounted fuses in the present case makes 
installation of a household connection technically 
incorrect. Fuses at the excerpt of transformer station 
due to high values cannot protect household connection 
port from overload and short-circuit current, nor can 
the main fuses on the distribution board, because it is 
situated behind the installation of a household 
connection cable in the direction of transmission of 
electricity.  
 

 
 

Figure 10. The appearance of the inside of a burnt-out 
electricity meter 
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All material evidence indicate that the initial cause of 
the fire is the damage to the electricity meter contacts 
(Figure 10) and conductor insulation of household 
connection cable with cumulative function of earlier 
surges of atmospheric origin, the consequences of 
which are not suppressed in the absence of protective 
measures (pole mounted fuse and surge arrester). It is 
particularly significant that this damage may have a 
gradual development - partly damaged insulation, 
followed by a small fault currents due to the ever-
present voltage in electric network, that increases over 
time and causes overheating, which cannot be protected 
by fuses that are not well dimensioned or do not exist 
in the observed part of the installation. 
In these circumstances a fire can occur even when no 
consumer is involved, or when in the house for a long 
time no one resides. This scenario is typical for 
peripheral low-voltage electrical networks that are 
poorly maintained and inadequately protected from 
atmospheric over-voltage and short circuit currents, 
especially on the household connection cable. 

CONCLUSION  
The value of the material damages caused by fire with 
no human casualties (fires with the human losses are 
priceless), and whose cause is the lack of adequate 
protection in the form of pole mounted fuses and surge 
arresters, as it is presented in concrete examples, could 
be several times greater than the value of expenses 
required for the protective devices installation in order 
to prevent the occurrence of fire in a timely manner. 
The initial cause of the fire is the damage to the 
electricity meter contacts and insulation of conductors 
in distribution board with cumulative function of earlier 
surges of atmospheric origin, the consequences of 
which are not suppressed in the absence of protective 
devices (surge arrester). 
In our electricity supply companies there is the practice 
that pole mounted fuses are not installed or put out 
(because of the significant involvement of workforce 
need for their installation, even though the costs are 
paid by final consumers), and the reason for this 
behavior is been explained with inaccurate calculations 
that the fault current with the "metallic compound" is 
large enough to cause a reaction in the transformer 
station.  
The example analyzed in part 4 of the paper, confirm 
that in overhead networks with TT system protection, 
as a rule there is no response of the fuse in the 
transformer station. In addition, the fault currents do 
not usually originate from metal short circuits, at least 
not in the initial stage. However, they could originate 
from the short circuit of the variable resistance arc. In 
the initial phase electric arc has a significant resistance 
which is later reduced. The consequence is that the 
fault current goes beyond from the endurance power of 
the household connection cable, and it is significantly 
less than the current of the response by the fuse in the 
transformer station, which finally leads to the 

occurrence of fire. In practice, it is often the case that 
fire occurs, and no fuse in the transformer station 
responds. Thus, it is necessary to install pole mounted 
fuses with currents that correspond to allowed load 
current for the household connection cable. 
Pole mounted fuses are not only needed [3,7], due to 
the change of cross sections of household connection 
cable compared to standard cross sections of low-
voltage networks, but are also required, because the 
fuses in the transformer station (current-dimensioned 
for high values), which correspond to aggregate 
consumption of all consumers in the arm, i.e. low-
voltage networks branching, do not provide adequate 
protection to for household connection cable from 
overload and short circuit currents. 
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POŽARI NA INSTALACIJI KUĆNOG PRIKLJUČKA UZROKOVANI 
NEINSTALIRANJEM STUBNIH OSIGURAČA I                               

ODVODNIKA PRENAPONA  
 

Nedžad Hadžiefendić, Ivan Zarev, Nebojša Đenić, Marko Medić  
 
Rezime: U radu je predstavljena problematika nastanka požara na niskonaponskim električnim instalacijama 
(kućnom priključku) usled nepostojanja zaštitnih uređaja (stubnih osigurača i odvodnika prenapona) na stubovima 
vazdušne distributivne mreže. Dat je primer proračuna struje kvara na osnovu kojeg je pokazana potreba za 
instaliranjem stubnih osigurača na krajnjim stubovima niskonaponske vazdušne distributivne mreže. U radu su 
predstavljeni i primeri veštačenja požara koji su nastali usled neinstaliranja stubnih osigurača i odvodnika 
prenapona. 
Ključne reči: atmosferska pražnjenja, prenaponi, struja kvara, požar, stubni osigurač, odvodnik prenapona. 
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IDENTIFYING HAZARD ZONES AT LPG 
STATION "DAKI PETROL" 
 
Abstract: Technological processes, either in regular operation or in 
case of an accident, may produce flammable and explosive gases and 
vapours which can be the cause of fire and explosion. In case of major 
accidents involving the vessels with flammable gases, those gases leak 
and evaporate rapidly thus creating the cloud of mixtures (fireballs). 
Ignition of such mixture is initiated by ignition sources, and it may be 
the cause of explosion and detonation. The consequences of the 
combustion of flammable gases and vapours in unlimited atmosphere 
go beyond the limits of typical fires. These activities are the origins of 
environmental hazards in facilities endangered by flammable and 
explosive gases and vapours, or toxic products of combustion, heat 
radiation and shock wave. There is a need to develop the methods for 
identifying threat zones which would serve to reduce the risk of 
vulnerability to the acceptable level. Therefore, the subject of the 
research is the development of methodologies for estimating threat 
zones and application of ALOHA software package that can be used to 
determine the threat zones which are the consequence of gases and 
vapours clouds, as well as thermal radiation of shock wave and toxic 
products of combustion. 
Key words: hazard zones, fire, explosion. 

 
INTRODUCTION 
The paper describes the identification of threat zones in 
a reference system - the LPG tank at a petrol station 
"Daki Petrol" doo, according to the national standards 
SRPS N.S8.003 and SRPS N.S8.007 and ALOHA 
(Areal Locations of Hazardous Atmospheres) software 
package. Hazard zone, according to the above 
mentioned national standards, is the area in which 
energy, material or information flows develop hazard. 
By defining hazardous areas, we can identify the limits 
of impacts and activities of hazards with certain 
intensity. 
The first step in identifying hazardous areas is the 
identification and grading the sources of hazard. 
Hazard sources are the spots that contain and discharge 
a flammable substance into the surrounding area, or the 
atmosphere, thus creating explosive mixtures. 
There are three basic degrees of hazard sources, listed 
according to the possibility of discharge of gases and 
vapors, and they are the following: 
• permanent source of hazard- a source with a 

permanent discharge, or a source that is expected to 
discharge a flammable substance in the atmosphere, 
either for a longer period of time or very often in a 
short time, 

• the primary source of hazard- the source which 
causes flammable atmospheres that are part of the 
normal running of the plant  

• the secondary source of hazard - the source which is 
not expected to discharge any flammable substance 
during the normal running of the plant, and if 
discharge happens, it will last for a short period of 
time. 

According to legislative acts, classification of 
hazardous areas is threefold:  
• Zone 0 Hazardous Area - the area in which an 
explosive atmosphere is present continuously or for a 
longer period of time; 
• Zone 1 Hazardous Area - the area in which an 
explosive atmosphere may occur as a part of the normal 
running of the plant; 
• Zone 2 Hazardous Area - the area in which it is 
unlikely that an explosive atmosphere will occur as a 
part of the normal running of the plant, but if it happens 
it will last for a short period of time.  
According to the recommendations of IEC, hazardous 
areas are graphically displayed as follows: 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Hazardous areas according to IEC 
recommendation 

 
ALOHA is a model for displaying dispersion (spread) 
of emissions. It is used to estimate wind-direction-
oriented contamination cloud dispersion. The 
estimation is based on physical and chemical properties 
of substances that cause the accidents, weather 
conditions at the moment of accident and the 
circumstances under which the uncontrolled emissions 
occurred. 
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ALOHA models cover three categories of risks: the 
dispersion of toxic gas, thermal radiance in fires and 
explosions, as well as the level vapour cloud pressure 
formed during the explosion. 
ALOHA helps modeling of accidents from four types 
of emission sources: direct source, puddle formed by 
disharge, the tank and the pipeline.  
After all the parameters for the accident scenario are 
obtained, the stage that follows is the processing of a 
simulation model. This involves the implementation of 
pollutant dispersion models in which numerical 
algorithms are used to calculate the desired dynamic 
variables in the space-time continuum. Post processing 
phase in this software package is the visualization of 
simulation results in textual description of an accident 
and graphical display. 
Graphic display shows the diagram of threat zones. It 
displays the so-called Levels of Concern (LOC) which 
represent the level of risk to humans and the 
environment. 
Fire and explosion scenario include the level of concern 
due to thermal radiance and detonation pressure.  
To determine a thermal radiation level of concern, 
ALOHA uses three threshold values to define the 
vulnerability zones: 
• red: 10 kW/m2 (potentially lethal within 60 

seconds);  
• orange: 5 kW/m2 (2nd degree burns within 60 

seconds);  
• yellow: 2 kW/m2 (pain within 60 seconds). 
The effects of thermal radiation depend on exposure to 
certain level of thermal radiation. Prolonged exposure 
to even lower levels of thermal radiation can produce 
serious physiological effects. 
To determine the level of concern due to detonation 
pressure, ALOHA uses three threshold values: 
• red: 8,0 psi (destruction of buildings); 
• orange: 3,5 psi (occurrence of serious injuries);  
• yellow: 1,0 psi (glass breaking). 

DESCRIPTION OF THE REFERENCE 
SYSTEM  
The reference system is a LPG tank for fuelling motor 
vehicles, owned by the company "Daki petrol" doo, 
located in the Cara Konstantina 82 St, with coordinates 
43°18'25.1"N 21°57'18.0"E, as shown in the following 
figure.  

 

 
 

Figure 2. Location of the LPG tank at the petrol station 
"Daki Petrol" doo 

 
The reference system is an business center facility 
made of solid building material with the external facade 
of brick wall, and with the underground LPG tank at 
15.3 m distance. The distance of the tanks from the 
neighboring parcel is 12.1 m. At the aforementioned 
location (plot), there is a building (cage) for storing 
LPG cylinders for retail. The LPG station has the 
following equipment and the facilities. 

The storage tank 

A cylindrical lying underground tank with 30 m3 
volume is intended for storing liquefied petroleum gas. 
It is built according to the Serbian standard SRPS 
M.Z2.600. The tank is equipped with all necessary 
connectors, metal frameworks and measuring 
equipment as required by the regulations. The distance 
of the tank from the public road is 29.8 m, the distance 
from the paths inside the plant is 6m and the facilities 
to accommodate employees 15,25 m, which is more 
than the prescribed distance of 10 m, which is 
recommended by  the Regulations on the construction 
of the facility for liquefied petroleum gas and storing 
and transferring liquefied petroleum gas. 

Filling the storage tank from the truck tank  

The storage tank and the pump are enclosed by a 2m 
high protective m with a canopy made form light 
material, placed over the pumping area.  

Fuel transfer area 

The storage tank is filled with LPG from truck tanker 
that is connected to the storage using flexible hoses. 
Fuel transfer area is located at 2.3 m distance from the 
access road and 26.5 meters from a public road which 
complies with the requirements by the Regulations on 
the construction of LPG facilities and storing and 
transferring liquefied petroleum gas. Fuel transfer area 
is above the ground and it is equipped with all 
necessary reinforcements, connections and metering 
equipment according to the rules. The pipeline from the 
fuel transfer area to the storage tank will be placed 
under the ground. Pipes are fixed using L-shaped 
reinforcement which is immersed in concrete in its 
underground part. Fuel transfer area is protected by a 
2m high wire fence, with door that opens outwards. 
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The pump 

LPG dispensers (for fueling vehicles) are supplied with 
gas from one pump with an electric motor which is 
designed for operation in explosion endangered areas. 
The pump is automatically controlled from the 
electrical cabinets in the house station. The pump is 
mounted on a concrete base elevated 10 cm from 
ground level, at 1.7 m distance from the storage tank 
and 6.4 m distance from the access road, in accordance 
with the Regulations on the construction of LPG 
facilities and storing and transferring liquefied 
petroleum gas. The pump produces the necessary 
pressure in the system for fueling vehicles, while 
pressure regulation is done using the pressure relief 
valve. In addition, the pump can be used for 
transferring LPG from tank trucks to storage tank, 
using the pipe system and the locking valves. 
Explosion protection equipment is installed in the 
pump. 

Installation (the pipeline) 

The pipeline, made of certified steel seamless tubes, is 
used to transport LPG from the fuel transfer area to the 
storage tank, and from the pump to the LPG dispensers. 
The pipeline is installed underground, in the channels 
80 cm below ground level. The pipes under the main 
road are placed inside the reinforced concrete channels, 
also 80 cm below the road. Before being installed, the 
pipes are insulated. In the part of the pipeline around 
the pump and the tank, as well as in the fuel transfer 
area around the terminal, the pipeline is built above 
ground, and the pipes are protected by an anti-corrosive 
coating and finishing. The pipes are welded, and 
connected to the reinforcements using threaded parts 
and flanges. 

LPG dispenser 

Two LPG dispensers, type "Duplex" with 2 nozzles 
designed for operation in explosion endangered areas, 
are used for filling up motor vehicle tanks. The 
capacity of these instruments is 50 l/ min. The 
dispensers are placed on a safety island which is 14 cm 
above the road. Vehicle access is provided on both 
sides of the dispenser island. The size of the island is 
6x1,5 m. There is a canopy above the LPG dispensers. 
Flexible hoses are used to connect the dispensers to the 
pipeline. 

Access roads and fire roads 

The access road is design to enable the access of motor 
vehicles to LPG dispensers. This road has the radii of 
curves in its beginning and in the end, so that it does 
not jeopardize road safety. The access to the dispenser 
island is enabled from both sides. Truck tanks and fire 
engines can approach the fuel transfer area through the 
5.5 m wide road, with the possibility to get closed 
during gas refilling. 

 

 

Fire safety system 

Fire safety system comprises of: 
• hydrant network; 
• fire extinguishers; 
• warning signs. 
Hydrant network consists of two ground hydrants as 
recommended by the regulations, at distances greater 
than 25 m and less than 35 m from the storage tank. 
The station is equipped with the following fire 
extinguishers: 
• Tank   S-50   1 pc 
• Fuel transfer area S-50  1 pc 
• Pump  S-9  1 pc 
• Storage  S-9  3 pc 
• LPG  dispenser   S-9  1 pc 
Apart from this, in addition to LPG dispensers, there is 
a 0.3 m3 fire sand box. 
Warnings signs are placed according to regulations. 

IDENTIFYING HAZARD ZONES 
Fire hazardous areas  

Hazardous areas of a reference system were defined on 
the basis of national standards SRPS N.S8.003 and 
SRPS N.S8.007. 

Underground storage tank  

• Zone 1 covers the inside of the tank and concrete 
bed, or chambers if there are any, and the shaft 
above the entrance to the tank  

• Zone 2 involves the area around the entrance to the 
underground tank, shafts with charging ports, 
piping and pressure relief valve; the radius is 3 m 
measured horizontally and the height is 1m 
measured from the ground, above the shaft, piping 
and pressure relief valve. 

• Zone 3 involves the area above the surrounding 
area, 5 m wide if measured horizontally from the 
edge of the zone 2, and 0.5 m high if measured 
from the ground. 

Fue transfer area  

Safety zone around fuel transfer area is 7.5 m from the 
tanks.  

LPG dispensers 

• Zone 1 includes the interior of dispenser, 
reinforcements and other equipment which are part 
of the measuring instrument. 

• Zone 2 covers the area around the fuel dispensers, 
the radius of 2.5 m if measured horizontally and 
1m above the dispenser (if measured from the 
ground), and the area around the hole for refueling 
of motor vehicles, the radius of 1 m if measured 
horizontally and 1m above the holes if measured 
from the ground. 
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• Zone 3 includes the area above the surrounding 
terrain, 5m wide if measured horizontally from the 
edge of the zone 2 and 0.5 m high if measured 
from the ground. 

Hazardous areas where explosive 
atmospheres may occur 
LPG cylinder retail store 
On the basis of the available data for retail store 
intended for selling LPG gas bottles - Methodology for 
identifying hazard zones - flammable liquids and gases 
– hazard zones of explosive atmospheres are as 
follows: 
• Hazard zone zero "0" is the inside of the gas bottle; 
• Hazard zone two "2" is the area around the valve on 

the cylinder, 1 m radius down to the ground. 

Characteristics of flammable substances 

The gas station is intended for storage and retail sales 
of liquefied petroleum gas. 
Liquefied petroleum gas is a mixture of propane and 
butane with the following characteristics, as given in 
Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Characteristics of the mixture of                    
propane and butane 

Density of gas in the liquid 
state 0,515 kg/l 

Density of gas in the 
gaseous state 2,21 kg/m3 

The specific volume of gas 
in gaseous state 0,46 Nm3/kg 

Calorific value 119,2 MJ/m3 
Ignition temperature of the 
mixture with air 430-465 ° C 

Lower explosive limit propane 2,1%  
butane 1,6% 

Upper explosive limit propane 9,5%  
butane 8,5% 

Group and temperature 
class  AT2  

 
Figures 1 and 2 show the layout  plan with defined 
hazard zones for LPG fueling station, "Daki petrol" 
doo, Figure 3 displays hazard zones for tank manhole, 
and in Figures 4 and 5 show hazard zones for LPG 
dispenser of the danger zone for LPG dispensers and 
safety valve tubes. 

 
 

 
  

Figure 1. Layout plan with hazard zones
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Figure 2. Layout plan with hazard zones 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3. Hazard zones for tank manhole 
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Figure 4. Hazard zones for LPG dispenser  
 
 

 

 
 

 
Figure 5. Hazard zones for safety valve tubes 
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Graphic displays of fire and/or explosion scenario in 
the post processing phase are hown in Figures 6 and 7.   
 

Sa slike se vidi da je zona opasnosti usmerenog oblika 
dimenzija reda veličine stotine metara. 

 
 

 
Figure 6. Display of threat zones 

 
 

 

 
Figure 7. Display of threat zones of the reference system in line with the chosen scenario  
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CONCLUSION 
One of the key tasks in preventing accidents is the 
development of models which simulate the accidents 
and thus allow timely response. The results obtained 
from modelling could be used in accident prevention, 
fire and explosion protection, developing standards for 
environmental quality, as well as structural standards 
that refer to the location of facilities and safety zones, 
residential zones, the height of the chimney, choice of 
equipment, the type of fuel, etc. Methodology for 
accident management and software package ALOHA 
were used to simulate the outdoor discharge of 
flammable and explosive gases, which was again used 
to determine threat zones. 
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ODREĐIVANJE ZONA OPASNOSTI NA  
TNG STANICI „DAKI PETROL“ 

Srđan Stanković, Ivan Krstić, Emina Mihajlović 
 
Rezime: Pri odvijanju tehnoloških procesa može, u redovnom radu ili u slučaju udesa, doći do izdvajanja 
zapaljivih i eksplozivnih gasova i para i stvaranja uslova za nastanak požara i eksplozija. Pri potpunoj havariji 
sudova sa zapaljivim gasovima dolazi do njihovog isticanja i brzog isparavanja i obrazovanja oblaka smeše 
(vatrene lopte). Paljenje ovakve smeše nastaje iniciranjem izvora paljenja pri čemu može  doći do eksplozije i 
detonacije. Posledice sagorevanja zapaljivih gasova i para u neograničenom prostoru atmosfere prevazilaze 
granice delovanja klasičnih požara. Sve to izaziva ekološku opasnost objekata ugroženih zapaljivim i eksplozivnim 
gasovima i parama, odnosno toksičnih produkata sagorevanja, toplotne radijacije i udarnog talasa. 
Sve to nameće potrebu za razvojem metoda za određivanje zona opasnosti kojima bi se nivo rizika ugrženosti sveo 
na prihvatljiv nivo. U tom smislu, predmet istraživanja je razvoj metodologija za proračun zona opasnosti i 
primena programskog paketa ALOHA kojima se može odrediti zona uticaja efekata sagorevanja oblaka gasova i 
para, kao i toplotno zračenje udarnog talasa i toksičnih produkata sagorevanja. 

Ključne reči: zone opasnosti, požar, eksplozija. 
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THE ANALYSIS AND THE SIMULATION OF 
FIRE RISK IN THE FACILITY FOR FRUIT 
TREATMENT “POBEDA” IN PROKUPLJE 
 
Abstract: The technological process of producing sour cherries in 
alcohol generate flammable and explosive substances that may 
endanger the health and safety of employees, and even have large-
scale consequences. This paper gives the analysis and the calculation 
of fire risk in buildings where there is a technological process and 
presents a degree of fire risk within the facility. Following this, the 
software package ALOHA was used to determine threat zones as a 
consequence of fire and explosion accidents in overhead tank for ethyl 
alcohol. In this way, we can obtain an insight into the potential causes 
of fires and fire hazards. The simulation results obtained via  ALOHA 
programme and the calculations of fire risk can be used to identify 
specific measures aimed at reducing the risk of fire or explosion. 
Key words: fire hazard, ALOHA, fire and explosion risk. 

 
INTRODUCTION 
The aim of fruit storage and processing technology is 
preservation of great amounts and qualitative 
characteristics of fruit in the longest period possible. In 
this way, processing technology, together with fruit 
production, trade and consumption becomes an equal 
element of organization and management in this type of 
production. 
The improvements in production and the introduction 
of various technologies and systems demand the 
appropriate measures for fire and explosion protection 
in this important industry. Destructive phenomena, 
whether they are natural or the result of negligence and 
unprofessional work, leave minor or major damage, 
whereas fires and explosions that often accompany 
each other, if allowed to develop, usually leave the 
most serious consequences. Taking into account that 
some hazardous and flammable materials are used in 
manufacturing processes or the sake of maintaining the 
technological process, it is very important to pay 
attention to protection against fire and explosion. 
Therefore, great importance should be given to 
preventive actions and implemented measures for fire 
and explosion protection. Fires cannot be completely 
eliminated, and the most efficient way to protect the 
resources and reduce material loss is to take the 
appropriate measures. In order to take adequate fire 
safety precautions, we must know the cause of fires and 
fire hazards. The goal of fire protection can be realized 
if causes of fires are eliminated, fire risks reduced to a 
minimum, adequate funding and equipment for fire 
fighting are provided and staff is trained to handle 
devices and equipment.  
The facility for fruit processing "Pobeda" in Prokuplje 
is taken as the reference system for fire and explosion 
risk analysis, the visualization of possible accidents and 
determination of fire risks and threat zones.  

LOCATION OF A REFERENCE SYSTEM 

Macrolocation 
Prokuplje is located in the middle course of the river 
Toplica, between Jastrebac in the north, the west foot 
of Kopaonik Mountain in the west, and mountain 
groups Sokolovica, Arbanaška and Vidojevica in the 
south. It covers an area of 759 km2 with the population 
of 47,995 inhabitants. According to its position, 
Prokuplje is very transitional. The main road Nis-
Pristina, which connects Kosovo and southern 
Pomoravlje, goes over the Toplica river, and therefore 
through Prokuplje. Due to the crisis situation in 
Kosovo, these roads are not sufficiently exploited. In 
the valley of the Toplica river, the climate is mild 
continental with pronounced continental features, warm 
summers and moderately cold winters. Its thermal 
regime is characterized by negative mean monthly 
temperature only in the month of January (-0.9 degrees 
Celsius), whereas the warmest month is July with 22.0 
degrees Celsius. The climate is very dry so that the 
average annual rainfall is only 541mm. In Prokuplje, 
winds blow usually from the southwest. The processing 
and manufacturing facility "Pobeda" is located 3.5 km 
from Prokuplje, along the main road Prokuplje- Niš in 
the village of Nova Božurna, on the plot no. 392/1 and 
393/3. 

Microlocation 
The processing and manufacturing facility is located on 
the flat ground, and it does not lean upon the 
neighboring buildings. The driveway is the main 
highway. In terms of fire safety, the location of the 
property is good because the building is located at a 
proper distance from neighboring buildings. The 
driveway for fire-fighting vehicle is possible from one 
direction only. 
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Figure 1. Satelite image of the facility and the 
environment  

TECHNOLOGICAL PROCESS OF 
PRODUCTION 
The processing and manufacturing facility P+1 is 
intended for fruit processing to the final product, its 
storage and rapid distribution by various means of 
transport to distribution trucks. The final product is 
sour cherry in alcohol kept in barrels, with or without 
stone seeds, depending on customers’ requests. 
Freshly picked sour cherries are transported to the 
handling area in front of the processing hall. After the 
purchase, sour cherries are primary and secondary 
washed, cleaned and  classified, and afterwards treated 
by ethyl alcohol. After the purchase, classifying and 
primary washing, sour cherries are secondarily washed 
in fruit washing machines, and then transmitted to the 
treadmill where the workers separate leaves and stems. 
Sour cherry is transported to the fruit graders, using the 
elevator, and then graded according to size in the range 
of 13-35 mm. Such sour cherry is immediately ready 
for deposition in 80% volume ethyl alcohol, in 160 liter 
barrels which are closed by the original covers. The 
ratio of sour cherry and ethyl alcohol in barrels is 50: 
50%. After 40-50 days, the concentration of ethyl 
alcohol in barrels with sour cherry is lowered to 22-
25%. Such sour cherry is removed, graded again and 
sent to pitting, so that the product is ready for 
distribution to the customer. 
Note: The concentration of 22-25% ethyl alcohol 
which is to be found in barrel with sour cherries, is not 
considered a hazardous substance for fire occurrence.  
  

 
 

Figure2. Transporter -treadmill 

Admission and intake of alcohol  
Rectified ethyl alcohol of 96% VOL is transported by a 
closed cistern weighing up to 30t. After being admitted, 
the tanks are dispensed (total amount of alcohol) using 
mono pumps (closed system). Alcohol is dispensed 
through a hose pump into a 40,000 liters tank, which is 
set on a concrete base (static). Static tank is plastic and 
made of strong material, resistant to high and low 
temperatures and impact. After alcohol is dispensed 
from the moving truck tank (made of stainless steel) in 
a static cistern, the valves on the tanks are closed, and 
pumps are removed 
• Alcohol is stored in the static tank where absolute 

ethanol is stirred by adding water in order to reduce 
the concentration of alcohol from 80 to 82% vol. 
The stirring process with two stitching poles creates 
a blend of alcohol and water and the concentration 
is reduced to 80% vol. 

• After blending, alcohol is poured into 2,500 gallon 
tanks using mono pumps, and unloaded into 160 
liter barrels using a valve. 

• The balanced amount of alcohol in 160 liter barrels 
is brought to production, where sour cherries are 
being sunk (washed and graded). After sinking, 
sour cherries are stirred 2-3 times within 45-50 days 
where the alcohol concentration drops to 23-25% 
VOL. After osmosis is completed and alcohol 
concentration is reduced, sour cherries are re-
graded, and then, if necessary, plucked and welled 
for delivery as stoneless sour cherries in alcohol. 

 
Table 1. Physical-chemical characteristics of                 

ethyl alcohol 
Ethyl alcohol – absolute (C2H5OH)  
The molar mass 46 g/mol 
Appearance Colorless clear liquid 
Solubility in water Complete 
Density 0,789 g/cm3 
Boiling point 78,4 ºC 
Dynamic viscosity 1,2 mPas 
Acidity (Pka) 15,9 
EU Classification Flammable (F) 
Flash point 13 ºC 
Combustion heat 31,1 MJ/kg  (23,5MJ/lit) 
Vapour pressure 5,866 kPa 
Vapour density 1,59 
Limits of explosive 
mixtures 3,3-1,9 % vol 

Autoignition temperature 425 ºC 
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THE ANALYSIS OF FIRE RISK AND 
FIRE LOAD  
The measure of fire risk in a given building is most 
commonly fire load density. 
Fire load (SRPS U.J1.030) is the value of total heat 
energy that can be released during the burning of 
combustible material present in the room (the 
production hall, warehouse, fire sector or entire 
building) or outdoors. Fire load also covers 
combustible structural elements of the building. 
The specific fire load of the building is calculated 
according to the following formula 

i i
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 - heating value of combustible materials. 

The calculation includes all combustible materials in 
terms of SRPS U.J1.020 standard. 
The calculation of the fire load is done by the following 
formula: 

     

Where: 
P0 - fire load (GJ/m2 ) 
G1, G2, Gn - total weight of some combustible 
materials (kg) 
K1, K2, Kn - heating value of combustible material 
(J/kg) 
F - building area (m2 ) 
• This standard defines three groups of specific fire 

load: 
• low fire load - up to 1GJ/m2, 
• moderate fire load - up to 2 GJ/m2 i 
• high fire load over 2 GJ/m2. 

Fire load density 
Ground floor 
Number of barrels - 300 pieces 
Quantity of alcohol - 35 kg/ vessels  
Plastic vessel - G1=5x300=1500 kg    K1=42 MJ/kg 
Alcohol -  35x300=10500 kg               K2=25 MJ/kg 
Surface of the premise - 504,99 m2  
P0=(1500x42+10500x25)/504,99=644,567 MJ/m2  

Floor 
Fire load on the floor is calculated according to Annex 
2 (Amendments 1/88). Collection of Federal 
Regulations in the field of fire and explosion with 
explanations for practical application. 
Restaurant  -  251MJ/m2  
From the above examples and the use of the facility, it 
can be concluded that fire load in the processing and 
manufacturing facility P + 1 is LOW. 
Based on the already completed classification of 
technological processes in the 5th group of the 
Collections of fire safety regulations, page 47, the 
amount of fire load in technological process of sour 
cherries in alcohol is 504 MJ/m2, Class 2 Hazard.  
Fire load density of 504 MJ/m2 for the production of 
sour cherries in alcohol classifies this facility as having 
a low fire load. 

Fire danger in the facility  
According to the Requirements for the hydrant 
network, Official Gazette, No.30/91, alcohol treatment 
facilities belong to K2 category of technological 
process in terms of  fire risk. 
In this case, the processing-plant for production of 
alcoholized sour cherries is classified Fire hazard, Class 
2.  
The degree of fire resistance  
These data and the assessments are precauations for 
protection during the design of the architectural 
construction of the project. Therefore, this facility is 
considered as having level 4 of resistance 
(SRPS.U.J1.240), which necessitate the following 
features of the facility: 
 

Table 2. The degree of fire resistance 
Type of building structure Fire resistance (h) 
Bearing walls 2,0 
The supporting pillars 2,0 
Shoring beams 1,5 
The roof covering 3/4 
Non-bearing walls 1/2 
Openings 1,0 
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Calculation of fire risk in the building  
Fire risk depends on the potential fire intensity and fire 
duration, as well as on the structural characteristics of 
the building, and is calculated according to the formula: 

 
Where: 
R0 - fire risk index within the building, 
P0 – fire risk index of building contents, 
C - burnability index of building contents, 
Pk - the index of fire load of the material embedded in 
the building structure, 
B - the index of the size and the position of the fire 
sector, 
L - extinguishment delay index, 
S - fire sector width index, 
W - fire resistance index of the bearing structure of the 
building, and 
Ri - risk reduction index. 
Fire risk of the building content is as follows 

 
Where:  
H - human risk index 
D - asset risk index and 
F - fume index. 
To obtain the value of fire risks for the facility ''Ro'' 
and fire risk of the building content of the facility ''Rs'', 
we have determined the design point using the included 
diagram and the known abscissa (fire risk of the 
content of the building) and the ordinate (fire risk for 
buidlings). When a point is in E and F parts of the 
diagram, it is justified to set up stable fire-
extinguishing system based on the building fire risk. If 
by calculation we have obtained the point in A, B, C or 
D parts of the diagram, it is necessary to take measures 
such as, for example, replacement of the basic 
structural elements, reducing the fire load in the 
building, establishing the appropriate fire units or 
others. 
A - The risk is very small, preventive measures for fire 
protection are sufficient. 
B - Automatic fire extinguishing systems and alarm 
system is not required. 
C - The system for automatic shutdown is required, the 
system does not alarm. 
D - Requires a fire alarm system, stable extinguishing 
systems do not. 
E - It is recommended to double protection (installation 
of fire detection and extinguishing system stable) in the 
E1 system is required for fire, E2 is required for 
installation of fire alarm systems. 
F - Obligatory double protection. 
Ro=0,923 i Rs=6 , field D → Fire alarm system is 
required, stable extinguishing systems are not 
required. 
 

 
Figure 3. Fire risk of the building 

THE SIMULATION IN THE SOFTWARE 
PACKAGE ALOHA  
ALOHA (Areal Locations of Hazardous Atmospheres) 
is a modeling program that estimates threat zones, 
including the clouds of toxic gas, fire and explosions. 
The threat zone is an area where a hazard i.e. a risk 
(such as toxicity, flammability, thermal radiation or 
damaging overpressure) has exceeded a user-specified 
Level of Interest, the Level of Risk or the Level of 
Concern - LOC. 
The main features of the programme are: 
• The programme generates a variety of scenario-

specific outputs scenarios, including threat threats at 
specific locations, and source strength graphs  

• It calculates how quickly chemical are escaping 
(release) from tanks, puddles (on both land and 
water) and gas pipelines, and predicts how the 
release rate changes over time. 

• It models many release scenarios: toxic gas clouds, 
BLEVE’s (Boiling Liquid Expanding Vapor 
Explosions), jet fires, vapour cloud explosions, and 
pool fires  

• It estimates various types of hazards (depending on 
the release scenario): toxicity, flammability, thermal 
radiation, and overpressure. 

The task of this simulation is, by using software 
package ALOHA, to estimate the impact of fire and 
explosion of overhead tank for ethyl alcohol on 
personnel and property in the area, which would at the 
same time involve assessing the risk of fire or 
explosions. 
Parameter simulation involved visualization which 
displayed the threat zones due to thermal radiation, the 
diagram of the thermal radiation at a given point in 
relation to the place of accident and the diagram of 
source strength.  
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Figure 4.  Threat zones due to thermal radiation 

 

 
Figure 5. Diagram of thermal radiation at a given 

point in relation to the place of accident 

 
Figure 6. Diagram of the source strength (release rate) 

CONCLUSION  
Facilities for technological processes have an increased 
risk of fire and explosion if they happen to be the 
locations for handling combustible materials. These 
substances are the triggers of fire hazards and they can 
cause rapidly spreading fires with catastrophic 
consequences. In practice, there are different 
approaches and methodologies of fire risk assessment 
which depends on the objective and the purpose of risk 
assessment. In addition to the standard fire risk 
assessment within technological facilities, due to the 
development of information technologies, risk 
assessment and analysis are carried out with the aid of 
special programmes and models for making 
simulations. This enables a new and more significant 
approach to risk management which reducs the number 

of fires, human casualties, property damage and makes 
a cost-effective safety system. 
A new approach to fire and explosion risk assessment 
within technological facilities enables successful 
predicting, assessment and making optimal decisions in 
fire protection. 
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ANALIZA I SIMULACIJA POŽARNOG RIZIKA OBJEKTA ZA 
PRERADU VOĆA „POBEDA“ U PROKUPLJU 

Tanja Jovanović 
 
Rezime: U tehnološkom procesu proizvodnje višnje u alkoholu pojavljaju se zapaljive i eksplozivne materije koje 
mogu ugroziti zdravlje i bezbednost zaposlenih, čak i imati posledice širih razmera. U tom smislu, u radu je 
najpre data analiza i proračun požarne ugroženosti objekta u kome se odvija tehnološki proces i određen  stepen 
požarne ugroženosti objekta, a zatim je softverskim paketom ALOHA izvršeno određivanje zona opasnosti usled 
akcidentne situacije požara i eksplozije nadzemnog rezervoara za etil alkohol. Na ovaj način se dobija uvid u 
potencijalne uzroke požara i požarne opasnosti. Zahvaljujući rezultatima koji se dobijaju iz simulacije preko 
programa ALOHA i proračuna požarne ugroženosti mogu se utvrditi konkretnije mere u cilju smanjenja rizika od 
požara i eksplozija. 
Ključne reči: požarna ugroženost, ALOHA, rizik od požara i eksplozija. 
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THE OVERVIEW OF ENVIRONMENTAL 
AND POPULATION IMPACT ASSESSMENT 
OF CHEMICAL ACCIDENTS  
 
Abstract: At the beginning of the 21st century, the mankind is forced 
to change its attitude towards the environment and to undertake 
certain safety measures to save it for long-term survival of humanity 
and life on our planet. The antropogenic activities have induced 
significant harm to biosphere and brought about global climate 
change, destruction of species, waste removal, increased morbidity 
and mortality of people, etc. This paper describes quantitative 
indicators (parameters, indexes, etc.) used to calculate the impact of 
chemical accidents on the environment and the human population. 
Consequences on human life, health and the environment are 
estimated on the basis of data obtained by vulnerability analysis. 

Key words: chemical accidents, environment, protection. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Environmental and Population Impact Assessment is 
based on the analysis of potential impacts that chemical 
accidents may have on the ecosystem, anthroposphere, 
biosphere and especially the anthropological 
components. The significance and the degree of 
vulnerability of each receptor should be quantified. The 
analysis of the potential impact of chemical accidents 
specifies the degree of impact by defining Environment 
and Population Gravity Index (EPGI) which 
numerically represents the risk of serious and 
immediate consequences on the ecosystem, and the 
human population in the potentially endangered area 
(PEA). 
Calculation of EPGI includes three phases: 

• Defining Potential Threat Area (PTA) and gathering 
the information about the ecosystem and 
anthropological components within a given dose. 

• Rapid assessment of the expansion of chemical 
accident in the area potentially endangered by 
serious chemical accidents. 

• Rapid assessment of the significance of impacts on 
the ecosystem and anthropological components that 
are caused by chemical accidents. This assessment 
involves specific research of particular 
characteristics of the ecosystem and anthropological 
components in the potentially endangered area, as 
well as rapid assessment of the gravity of incident 

DEFINING ZONE OF POTENTIAL RISK 
In the case that there is some natural or artificial vector 
of vulnerable zone (for example, rivers, artificial 
canals, lakes, etc.) with potential environmental risk in 
contact with hazardous substances from a particular 
site, the information about the ecosystem and 
anthropological components are collected within a zone 
which is 24 km of river’s length, or a 24 km radius in 

case of lakes, lagoons, water basins or seas. The size of 
the vectors of vulnerable zones shall be determined in 
accordance with the methodology of Hazard Ranking 
System (US EPA, 1991). The length of the vector of 
vulnerable zone is measured starting from the point of 
hazardous substance release in a particular chemical 
accident. In case of river, preferential migration of 
pollutants in the direction of river flow should be taken 
into account. 
The ecosystem and anthropological components were 
analyzed in accordance with the criteria defined in the 
JRC Major Accident Reporting System - MARS 
(EC/JRC, 1993). Categories of vulnerable zones and 
index that defines the consequences for the  
information with serial number S are given in Table 1, 
as well as the method for selecting information that 
should be collected when defining the potential risk. 
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Table 1. Selecting information when defining the 
potential risk 

Ref. Information Selection of information 

S.1 
Persons 
employed in a 
given facility 

- 

S.2 Residents Division of population by 
age group 

S.3 
Vulnerable sites 
(hospitals, 
schools, etc.) 

Capacity 

S.4 Rivers in a given 
area       

The use and the level of 
water quality 

S.5 Lakes, ponds         The use and the level of 
water quality 

S.6 Seas 
Closed / open sea, 
pelagic / coastal 
environment 

S.7 

Characteristics of 
the soil and the 
lower layers of 
soil        

The use of groundwater 

S.8 Protected areas     
Degree of protection by  
national / international 
laws 

S.9 The status of 
fauna and flora (The IUCN Red List) 

S.10 Agriculture  - 
S.11 Farms - 

S.12 Fish and 
shellfish farming - 

S.13 Industry and 
service sector - 

S.14 
Cultural and 
historical 
components 

Degree of protection by 
national / international 
laws 

S.15 dominant climate 
conditions - - 

RAPID ASSESSMENT OF CHEMICAL 
ACCIDENT PROPAGATION  IN 
PARTICULARLY EXPOSED AREA 
(PEA) 
The exposure to severe chemical accident could be 
estimated using different models, which generally 
depends on the vulnerability of ecosystems, biosphere 
and anthroposphere. 
In case of release of hazardous substances in soil, 
starting from the hypothesis that possibly contaminated 
ground has been localized within the site and that there 
is no impact of land degradation in the area outside the 
site, there is no need to conduct vulnerability 
assessment of the area outside the site. If we start from 
the hypothesis that there is dispersion of hazardous 
substances in soil and potential groundwater 
contamination, we can use various models for assessing 
vulnerability of the area outside the site. The models 

are interrelated and intended to provide a framework of 
possible impacts on the different components in the 
environment. 
In case of release of hazardous substances in the 
gaseous or vapuor phase (fires, explosions and toxic 
dispersion), the determination of potentially vulnerable 
zone comprises two phases: 
• Determining the maximum concentration of a 

substance that can be released into the atmosphere, 
which is calculated for each selected incident. 

•  The use of models for rapid assessment of 
potentially endangered area in case of gas / vapuor 
discharge in the atmosphere. 

The assessment of the size and the form of the area 
affected by a chemical accident is based on a model 
which can determine the distance and the zones where 
severe impacts on the ecosystem, biosphere and 
anthrophosphere are expected. 
The model used for Rapid assessment of potentially 
endangered area in case of hazardous gas or vapours 
release is based on the methodology of IAEA Manual 
for the classification and prioritization of risks due to 
major accidents in process and related industries 
(IAEA, UNEP; UNIDO; WHO, 1996). 
First of all, the model allows us to determine the two 
zones of vulnerability: the high mortality zone and the 
irreversible effect zone. 
Risk assessment vulnerable zone is based on the 
released quantity and characteristics of hazardous 
substances. It should be noted that the released quantity 
determines the dispersion, while the characteristics of 
hazardous substances determine the possible scenarios, 
according to the three alternatives: fires, explosions and 
dispersion of toxic substances into the atmosphere. 
Information necessary for Rapid Environmental 
Assessment (REA) in case of gas and vapour release 
have been given in Table 2. 
 

Table 2. Information needed for the application of 
atmospheric dispersion models 

Ref. Informacija 

R.1 Substance / compounds (already added when 
calculating IDSI) 

R.2 Terms of risk (already documented when 
calculating IDSI) 

R.3 The physical state (already documented 
when calculating IDSI) 

R.4 The maximum amount of a substance that 
can be discharged into the air 

R.5 Steam pressure 
R.6 Apparatus at which the accident occurred 

R.7 The physical state of the substance in 
process 

R.8 The molecular mass of a given substance 
R.9 LC50 (30 minutes of substance exposure) 

R.10 IDLH of the substance 
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The reference distance (RD) from the center of the 
incident is a border of the zone of expected fatal 
outcome in the exposed population. The procedure for 
defining the reference distance involves a combination 
of substance hazards (flammability, toxicity, 
explosiveness, etc.) and their discharge quantity as a 
consequence of the incident.The procedure for defining 
the reference distance includes the following phases: 
• Separation of hazardous substances at the moment 

of accident (according to their number and type). 
•  Data on the toxicity of substances are classified 

into levels based on the integration of information 
collected in the stages of risk assessment. Input 
parameters for the classification of a substance are 
toxicity class and volatility class. 

CALCULATING  THE SCOPES OF 
EXPOSURE OR DAMAGE 
The assessment of severity of consequences, due to 
exposure to hazardous substances, to the components of 
the ecosystem, biosphere, human population and 
anthrophosphere can be done by determining the two 
zones of vulnerability. The first vulnerability zone is 
defined as ''high mortality” zone which is characterized 
by mortality of the exposed population and severe 
damage to the components of the ecosystem and / or 
the biosphere and / or anthrophosphere. The second 
zone is the irreversible effect zone, with rather heavy 
consequences but not as much as to cause the death of 
the exposed human population. 
The scope of irreversible effect zone can be estimated 
through the impact coefficient (I) which multiplies the 
possibility of high mortality, thus increasing the zone 
that can be compromised by consequences of the 
incident. It should be noted that the coefficient of 
impact of flammable or explosive substances is 
constant and its value is 2.  
For toxic substances, the impact coefficient I depends 
on LC50 according to the equation: 

IDLH
LCI 5065,035,0 +=  

if:  
IDLH - Immediately Dangerous to Life or Health 
Consequences (NIOSH Chemical Listing and 
Documentation of Revised IDLH Values (as of 3/1/95)); 
LC50 - median lethal concentration or population 
critical concentration 50: 

)(
)(

)(
minmax

minmax

min
min RURU

QiQi
QiQRUd −⋅
−

−
+=  

where:  
d - radius of the circle zone of vulnerability (m); 
RUmin - minimum reference distance (m); 
RUmax - maximum reference distance (m); 
Qi - Maksimalna količina koja se ispušta (t); 

Qimin - The minimum value at the moment of 
hazardous substance discharge in a particular threat 
zone; 
Qimax - The maximum value at the moment of 
hazardous substance discharge in a particular threat 
zone.  
Human health risk assessment due to environmental 
pollution has been widely used in the field of 
toxicology and hygiene for a long period of time. It is 
related to the need of applying a number of factors that 
determine the impact of harmful substances on human 
organism. Nowadays, there are various methodologies 
that enable us to obtain the approximate risk 
assessments on the basis of general indicators (degree 
of hazard for substances, exceeding the permissible 
concentration, etc.). 
Adverse health effects due to daily or professional 
contact with toxic substances are generally probabilistic 
in character. This is a consequence of significant 
variations in human physical state, and also the 
inability to directly control the risks such as dosage, 
time of contact, the method of penetration of 
substances into the body, etc.  
The definition of the frequency of negative changes in 
population’s health in medical statistics is referred to as 
''illness''. 
Illness is a statistical indicator which is determined as 
the ratio of the diseased patients and the average 
number of population in a certain territory for the 
observed period of time. It is calculated as:: 

N
NpO )( 3=  

if:  
O - illness, 1/year;  
p(N3) - frequency of illness, man/years; 
N - number of inhabitants, man.. 
 
The risk has to be regarded as an additional illness, 
which is associated with the penetration of exotoxicants 
into the body: 

3bRaO +=  

if: 
a - additional illness, 1 / year; 
b - coefficient of proportionality; 
R3 - the risk of disease, 1 / year 
The risk of disease is a function of doses of toxicants 
which enter the human body of the average 
representative of the observed population groups during 
the lifetime. According to the pollution of the 
atmosphere, a toxicant dose can be estimated on the 
basis of the data on the concentration of toxic 
substances in the air and the time spent in the polluted 
atmosphere. In order to better describe the negative 
health impact of polluted environment which can be 
presented in the form of current or chronic toxic effects 
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(carcinogenic and immunotoxic), there are two groups 
of models: bound and boundless. 
As it is already familiar, huge toxicity (current toxic 
manifestations) has a very pronounced boundary 
character. Risk assessment of current toxic effects can 
be determined using a single boundary effect model. 
When it comes to atmospheric pollution, the general 
form of this model may be presented by the following 
formula: 

ττ
π

dcbaRI )2/exp(lg
2
1 2

3 −⋅+= ∫  

if:  
a i b - a and b - the parameters which depend on the 
properties of the toxic substance; 
c - concentration of toxic substances in the atmosphere;  
τ - integration parameter 
The above mentioned risk of toxic effects is a 
conditional individual risk, which is equal to the 
probability of a lethal outcome (or disease) during the 
impacts mechanisms; the formula which shows the 
territorial indicator of potential risk is RI3 =P(L)j. 
Integral in the formula cannot be shown as an 
elementary function. It is necessary to use a program or 
a mathematical table for calculation. 
The value of the coefficients a and b in the formula are 
determined on the basis of special toxicological studies 
of the properties, and as a rule, they are given only in 
the scientific literature (Table 3). To implement 
practical calculations, it is recommended to connect the 
coefficients a and b with the values of standard 
parameters, which are used as characteristic of toxic 
substances and the assessment of their content in the 
environment, such as the level (class) of substance 
toxicity, the maximum allowable concentration (MAC), 
etc.: 

ττ
π

dMDKecbaRI rm )2/exp()/(lg
2
1 2

,3 −⋅+= ∫  

if:  
MAC - maximum allowable concentration of hazardous 
substances in the air in settlements in mg / m3. This 
concentration, when inhaled within 30 minutes, should 
not cause any reflex (nor subsensory) reactions in the 
human body. 
Risk assessment from a given algorithm is the 
implementation of the scenarios where population is 
exposed to the toxicants whose concentration in the air 
(mg / m3) and the exposure time (residence time in the 
polluted atmosphere) are not less than 30 min. 
The first part of the equation represents the redundancy 
in exceeding MAC of toxic substances (s/MAC) 
defined in the interval from 0 to ∞ (if s/MAC = 0). 
 
 
 
 

Table 3. The value of empiric coefficients a i b 
The class of 
hazardous 
substance 

Characteristics of 
a substances a b 

1 
2 
3 
4 

Extreme hazard 
Serious hazard 
Moderate hazard 
Slight hazard 

'-9,15 
-5,51 
-2,35 
-1,41 

11,6 
7,49 
3,73 
2,33 

 
To describe the risk of chronic intoxication (as well as 
the risk of carcinogenic substances), which is 
associated with pollution of the atmosphere, we often 
use the exponential equation: 
R3 = 1 - exp (- UR . t . c β) 
if:  
UR - Unit Risk - the factor of proportionality which 
connects the risk with the concentration of toxicants;  
c - concentration or substance dose that shows the 
interaction in the course of time t; 
β - coefficient, taking into account the characteristics of 
the toxic properties of substances. 
The parameters of the equation can be shown in the 
equation which is more suitable for practical 
calculation: 

t
KMDK

cR



















⋅

−−=
β

3
3 174,0exp1  

if: 
MAC - about acceptable concentration chemical 
substances in the air, during the day, in a populated 
place mg / m3. This concentration should not directly 
or indirectly have harmful impacts during the long 
exposure time (years). 
The parameters β i K3 which are recommended for the 
calculations of 25 year exposure time, are given in 
Table 4. In addition, regardless of the class of 
substances at the concentrations below the MAC β = 
1,00. 
 

Table 4. Risk parameter estimation 
The class 
of 
hazardous 
substance 

Characteristics of 
a substances β K3 

1 
2 
3 
4 

Extreme hazard 
Serious hazard 
Moderate hazard 
Slight hazard 

2,40 
1,31 
1,00 
0,86 

7,5 
6,0 
4,5 
3,0 
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RISK INDEX RANKS IN THE FACILTY 
Ranking Environment Risk Index in the facility (ERI) 
is done according to the Table 5. 
 

Table 5. Ranking risk index (ERI) 
ERI values Risk levels in the facility   
0 < ERI < 1.6 Low 
1.6 < ERI < 3.6 Moderate 
3.6 < ERI < 6.4 Serious 
6.4 < ERI < 10 Extreme 

TOXICOLOGICAL HAZARD INDEX  
Environmental and population hazards are associated 
with the emission of certain substances in terms of the 
estimated substance emissions and its toxicity. The 
numerical value of the toxicological hazard index is 
determined by the equation: 
STRIi = EPOi . TPRVi 
if:  
STRIi - toxicological hazard index of a dangerous 
substance i; 
EPOi - the ratio of the quantity of dangerous substance 
i per facility, the real environment and the number of 
employees;  
TPRVi - the relationship between the coefficient of 
toxicity of the substance i and the number of 
employees. 
The amount of pollutants for each substance emitted 
from a given facility (EPO) is calculated by multiplying 
the IRRS coefficient for each substance within the 
ecosystems (air, water, soil) and the total number of 
employees in the facility. 
EPOi = IPPSci . TE 
if: 
IPPSci - Coefficient of pollution intensity of a 
substance in a certain environment which refers to a 
four numbered ISIS code that classifies the facility 
according to the number of employees; 
TE - total number of employees. 

POPULATION AND ENVIRONMENT 
VULNERABILITY INDEX  
Assessment of vulnerability of population and the 
environment is done by determining the appropriate 
index, which is called GEHVI (General Environment 
and Health Vulnerability Index). The index is 
calculated on the basis of the list of environmental and 
anthropological components within Potential Threat 
Area (PTA) and information about their vulnerability 
and importance. The components that are considered in 
the analysis were divided into: anthropological, 
environmental, socio-economic and cultural-historical. 
A specific index of vulnerability is determined for each 
of these components. General index GEHVI which 
determines the overall vulnerability of the site is 
calculated as the sum of four indices: 

10
35 ECIECVIEVIPVIGEHVI ++⋅+⋅

=  

if:  
PVI - Population Vulnerability Index;  
EVI - Environmental Vulnerability Index;  
ECVI - Economic Resource Vulnerability Index;  
ECI - Cultural-Historical vulnerability Index; 
Numerical values of 5 and 3 are weighting coefficient 
related to the weight factors consequences;  
10 - Normalizing factor. 

Depending on the value of the index that are functional 
dependence with GEHVI it is possible that the index 
value GEHVI be greater than 10 and Tadas adopts a 
value of 10 for consistency and comparability with 
other indices. 

POPULATION VULNERABILITY 
INDEX  
Population vulnerability index (PVI) uses the 
information regarding number of working people, 
resident population, and it is calculated by the equation: 

10
21

⋅
+

=
IPVFOPVFPVI  

if:  
OPVF - Overall Population Vulnerability Factor;  
IPVF - Population Vulnerability Factor that refers to 
workers; 
The numeric value of 21 is the normalizing factor; 
PVI value ranges between 0 and 1. 
Overall Population Vulnerability Factor OPVF) is 
defined on the basis of the following equation: 

1
max

10 IFP
IF

IFOPVF ⋅⋅=  

if: 
IF - Factor that refers to the number of inhabitants 
ranges from 0 to 10; 
IFP1 - Factor of increase related to the number of 
inhabitants by age groups, ranging from 1 to 1.1; Factor 
OPVF has variability interval between 0 and 11. 
Factor that is associated with the number of inhabitants 
is defined by logarithmic function:: 
IF = 2 . log(NI + 1) 
if:  
NI - the number of registered inhabitants within the 
RTA, plus the estimated capacity of vulnerable centers 
that are located within the RTA. The logarithm allows 
IF factor to stay within the values of 10, even in case of 
large population (100 000). In case when the number of 
inhabitants is more than 100 000 and the calculation is 
greater than 10, the value of a factor is 10 with the aim 
to maintain the normalization and comparability with 
other indices. 
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CONCLUSION 
Possible environmental and population impacts are 
assessed on the basis of data obtained by analyzing 
vulnerabilities, and they are usually referred to as 
insignificant, significant, severe, major and 
catastrophic. 
Consequences on human life, health and the 
environment are estimated on the basis of data obtained 
by vulnerability analysis, i.e., the number of people 
killed, poisoned, wild dead animals, dead fish, 
contaminated surfaces and damage after accidents. 
On the basis of quantitative indicators (parameters, 
indexes, etc.) given in the paper, we can calculate the 
impact of chemical accidents on the environment and 
the human population, which is in other words the level 
of consequence. For this reason, the above mentioned 
quantitative indicators could be used as a basis for 
assessing risks of chemical accidents. 
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PREGLED PROCENA POSLEDICA HEMIJSKIH UDESA PO  

ŽIVOTNU SREDINU I POPULACIJU 
Sveta Cvetanović, Danilo Popović, Goran Đorđević 

 
 
Rezime: Na početku 21. veka, čovečanstvo je primorano da promeni svoj stav prema životnoj sredini i da 
preduzme određene mere zaštite kako bi se obezbedio dugoročni opstanak čovečanstva i života na planeti. 
Antropogene aktivnosti su prouzrokovale značajne poremećaje u biosferi i dovle do globalnih klimatskih 
promena, uništavanje vrsta, nagomilavanja otpada, povećanja morbiditeta i mortaliteta ljudi, i sl. Ovaj rad 
opisuje upotrebu kvantitativnih pokazatelja (parametara, indeksa, i dr.) koji se koriste za određivanje uticaja 
hemijskih udesa na životnu sredinu i ljudsku populaciju. Posledice po zdravlje i životnu sredinu procenjuju se na 
osnovu podataka dobijenih analizom ugroženosti. 

Ključne reči: hemijski udesi, životna sredina, zaštita. 
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EMERGENCY RESPONSE PLAN IN HIGH-
RISK INDUSTRIES 
 
Abstract: In order to eliminate, control and minimize causes of risk 
and potential effects of risk events, it is necessary to establish a 
management system whose goal is the planning, control and reduction 
of accidents. Planning is an essential aspect of disaster management, 
which prevents the spread of accidents and minimize its impact. The 
use of interactive planning in emergency situations, allowing fast, 
efficient, effective and reliable data exchange. In this way, better 
coordination and communication is achieved among teams composed 
to respond emergency situations. In this paper we propose a structure 
plan for reactions in emergency situations. The problems and failures 
that organizers might be confronted with are also analyzed. 

Key words: planning, emergency, risk. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Modern civilization is facing with serious problem, 
which is the product of industrial society, and that is 
the transport and storage of hazardous materials. Given 
the importance of this issue, and that is with us all the 
present and possible failures during storage of 
hazardous materials, it is important to respect certain 
procedures. The break down of fixed facilities and 
vehicles are classified in those production systems, 
warehouses, storage tanks, pipelines, conveyor belts, 
primarily in the context of a production system. Two 
basic characteristics of disaster are that they do not 
know the exact location and time. 
Hazardous accidents represent sudden and uncontrolled 
release hazardous and harmful substances in working 
and living environment. Fires, explosions, high 
pressure and sudden release of contaminants causing 
heavy casualties, injuries, destruction, damage to 
property and environmental degradation in the long 
time with unforeseeable consequences.  
Condition when the risks and threats or the 
consequences of disasters, emergencies and other 
threats to the population, the environment and material 
goods such extent and intensity to their occurrence or 
consequences can not be prevented or eliminated by 
regular operation of the competent authorities and 
services, which is to mitigate and removal necessary to 
use special measures, power and resources with 
enhanced mode called emergency situation. 
In the last few decades, there have been several fatal 
accidental situation on the facilities with hazardous 
chemical substances, which have resulted in fires, 
explosions and release a variety of toxic fumes, and 
resulted in a large number of lives lost and property, as 
well as the widespread damage caused to life 
environment. The reason for such large losses can be 
found in an irregular coordination and communication 
in emergency situations.  

Also, many serious incidents worldwide have resulted 
in the cancellation of the control system, uncoordinated 
responses, human error and so on. In these situations, it 
is not enough to only depend on the preventative 
measures, it is necessary to have a well-defined 
response in emergency situations, which will be carried 
out when necessary. Emergency planning is the process 
of adoption and implementation of procedures to 
identify predictable situations using systems analysis 
and preparation, testing and audit plans of emergency 
response. The procedure of planning in complex 
systems, in accordance with the real impacts of 
hazards, including: planning under normal conditions 
(strategic planning) and planning in extreme conditions 
(operational planning). Strategic planning defines 
preventive activities, and implemented logistics 
processes (regulation, protection, maintenance, 
inspection, education). Operational planning defines 
specific actions in terms of appearance and 
development of emergency. 
In addition, emergency planning is an integral and 
essential part of the strategy of prevention and security 
consists of taking the right steps to mitigate the effects 
of the resulting crash. Emergencies require crystal clear 
hierarchy of command and organizational and 
procedural guidelines without any ambiguity.  
Table 1 presents the major chemical accidents in the 
world with data about the cause the accident, the value 
of lost property and statistics about the number of 
injured people and victims. 
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Table 1. Major chemical accidents in the world at facilities with hazardous chemical substances 

Date Plant Type Event type Location 
Property 
loss (US $ 
million) 

Injuries/ 
Fatalities 

08.04.1970. Subway Gas explosion Osaka, Japan - 420/92 

11.07.1978. Traffic accident Explosion of 
propylene Los Alfaques, Spain - -/217 

06.07.1988. Oil Platform Gas explosion North see  -/166 

25.06.2000. Refinery Vapor cloud 
explosion 

Mina Al-Ahmadi, 
Kuwait 600 50/5 

21.09.2001. Petrochemistry Explosion Tuluz, France 610 3000/30 
19.01.2004. Gas plant Fire/Explosion Skikda, Algeria 580 74/27 
23.03.2005. Refinery Fire/Explosion Texas, USA 1500 170/15 
11.12.2005. Gasoline warehouse Fire/Explosion Hertfordšir, Engleska 1443 43/0 
29.10.2009. Gasoline warehouse Fire/Explosion Jaipur, Indija 32 150/11 
25.08.2012. Refinery Fire/Explosion Venezuela 1000 100/50 
23.08.2013. Refinery Fire/Explosion Visakhapatnam, India - 14/37 
 
Reasonable establishment of priorities and develop a 
plan of emergency becomes a significant concern 
throughout the world. The main focus in the 
management of emergency situations is on resources 
and logistics. In other words, at any time, to have what 
you need, where and when  it’s needed in order to be in 
the shortest possible time to prevent further spread of 
the accident.  
In high-risk industries, the organizers for emergency 
must focus on designing better and safer equipment and 
training employees, reduction response time in 
emergency situations, increased training of rescue 
teams, and developing evacuation plans that are 
consistent with the safety regulations. Urgent and 
effective response to the accident scene is essential to 
minimize the impact of accidents, loss of life and 
property loss industry. When planning in emergency, it 
is necessary to consider many types of possible 
accidents in order to increase the level of prevention 
effective preparation, response and subsequent rapid 
return to normality.  

OBJECTIVES OF EMERGENCY 
PLANNING 
The main objective of planning in emergency situations 
is establishing systems and resources for the protection 
of people, material resources and the environment, and 
thus reduce the severity of possible accidents. The 
objectives of planning in emergency situations must be 
more comprehensive. The main objectives of the of 
planning are: 
• Maintaining a high level of readiness; 
• Urgent and effective response to prevent the spread 

the influence of an accident; 
• Management and coordination in emergency 

situations until the arrival of the relevant services; 
• Support the relevant services in the form of 

necessary information, knowledge, skills and 
equipment. 

COMPONENTS OF EMERGENCY 
PLANNING 
Safety procedures in high-risk industries include 
several levels of protection, control measures, 
absorption of released fluids, accumulation of fluid 
released by dams / dikes and protective barriers. These 
levels of protection are intended to preventing the 
spread of unintended consequences, the possible 
occurrence of a domino effect, which may arise due to 
variations in normal operation. Canceling the above 
security measures need to take all steps for emergency 
situations such as a final layer of protection. Plan of 
emergency consists the following major components: 
• Risk assessment in the event of a partial or 

complete system failure; 
• Develop plans for different accident situations; 
• Study the availability of resources and capabilities 

and prioritization; 
• Developing strategies in response in fires and 

explosions, the release of hazardous substances, 
rescue, evacuation; 

• Development of appropriate medical infrastructure; 
• Training teams for emergencies and employed; 
• Developing methods for assessing the degree of 

risk; 
• Study plans in emergency situations to adjacent 

buildings and the local community. 

EMERGENCY ANNOUNCING LEVEL 
Areas defined in the plans for emergency should be 
applicable to various incidents throughout the year, 24 
hours a day. The level of notification is an important 
part of the planning in emergency situations. There are 
three levels of notification, and they will be applied 
depending on which phase accident is forge ahead. The 
incident commander formed respond team for 
emergency in a safe location.. During the first or 
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second phase, incident commander takes the place of 
the accident, collect all the necessary information. 
Formed accident in the first two phases can be 
controlled by internal teams for emergency situations, 
if they are adequately trained. The training of operating 
personnel is required for these activities, but the 
emergency response can be special, because of the 
wide spectrum of possible uncertain events and 
urgency. Details of notification levels are shown as 
follows:: 
• Level 1: Accident can be controlled within the 

depatment where the accident occured; 
• Level 2: It is necessary to mobilize a team to 

respond to emergency; 
• Level 3: At tihis stage it is necessary to hire a 

professional rescue units, and the following are 
possible evens that pose a threat to the safety and 
health workers: 

- Fire or explosion; 
- Leakage of toxic gases and liquid chemicals. 

ELEMENTS OF EMERGENCY 
PLANNING 
Centre for Emergency Management 
Center for emergency is a nodal point of all processes 
in the emergency response. Location and operational 
procedures of the center for emergency play a vital role 
in its effectiveness. Location of the center for 
emergency should be presented in the plan, with 
possible alternative locations in case you need it. It 
must be located at a safe distance from the place of 
accident resulting to avoid being influenced by its 
effects. This center should have the option to shut down 
the entire system at the facility, access to the entire 
video surveillance complex and personal protective 
equipment. Center must be immediately activated in 
case that accident is not under the control of staff on 
site. 
Team members for emergency management, which are 
integral members of the center, have three main 
responsibilities: 
• Determination of personnel for ground surveillance; 
• Formulating strategies for the initial response and 

effects in emergency situations, tactical decisions 
and action plans for preventing further incidents;  

• Applying commands received from the firefighters, 
police, medical personnel and traffic police. 

Emergency Management Computation System 
Emergency management computation system can use 
to assess the severity of the accident using different 
dispersion models (ALOHA, CAMEO, BREEZE Risk 
Analyst, SEVEX View), and the data collected from 
the field. This information is essential for determining 
the strength and size of the event and determine the 
needs and ways of evacuation within the complex and 

its immediate surroundings. The processes involved in 
the management of safety with a well-developed 
system of emergency management can be linked to 
various alarm systems, local and state authorities. 

EMERGENCY RESPONSE 
PROCEDURES 
The emergency response team, discipline of employees 
and rescue procedures should be adapted to the real 
situation in the plant. With this approach, employees 
may need to be rapidly mobilized to take real and 
effective steps in emergency situations, in order to 
reduce losses to a minimum.  
Emergency response planning must contain some basic 
steps such as: 
• Reporting and assessment of emergency; 
• Mapping of vulnerable zones and risk assessment; 
• Mapping of resources; 
• Organization in response following an accident. 

Reporting and evaluation of emergency 
When submitting the report about the situation, it is 
necessary to clearly and precisely specify time and 
place of accident, give a description of emergency and 
needed help. Formed accident in the plant can be 
detected by the operating personnel or security systems 
such as fire alarm systems and fire detection and 
control system of the plant, where they observed 
various irregularities in the operation of the plant. In 
the meantime, it is necessary to collect additional 
information on the preliminary identification of the 
accident and estimate the development of accident. 
Rescue tim checks the level of danger and seriousness 
of the situation, in order to allow access during 
recovery. 
Depending on the physical-chemical characteristics of 
hazardous materials, it is necessary to take certain 
preventive measures. By taking the right preventive 
measures it can reduce hazards that may cause 
hazardous substances. People who want to enter the 
place accident prevention and perform tasks, they must 
be protected first personal bulletproof gear, and still act 
according to clearly defined plan for emergency 
situations.  

Zone mapping 
Site zone of plants should be prepared to highlight the 
affected areas and identify possible sources of accident. 
Map should show the entire area, inside and outside the 
complex, in which exist a tendency that human life is at 
risk, if there is a miraculous situation. Mapping should 
also point out the possible positions of the formation of 
the Center for Emergency Response. Figure 1 shows 
the scheme of the control zones divided into: The Hot 
Zone, Warm Zone and Cold Zone. 
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Figure 1. The control zone defined according to 
Standard NFPA 471 

Resource mapping and mobilization 
Resource mobilization consists in that the entire 
manpower and resources should be placed in the right 
place at the right time in order to achieve efficient and 
effective response in the minimum time. For quick 
mobilization of resources, it is essential that in drawing 
up plans for emergency situations performs mapping 
resources. Key resources include fire units, safety 
equipment, transport, transportation, support the local 
police, military and medical infrastructure.  

Organization network and responsibilities 
Management in emergency shall take appropriate 
measures by placing control center in emergency 
situations, different teams for the firing, rescue team, 
medical team and a team of security. Fully emergency 
planning must be efficiently developed and distributed 
to the appropriate personnel in order to prevent any 
delay in taking adequate steps. Leader must be able to 
control and coordinate with his subordinates and all 
other personnel involved in the process of preventing 
the spread of accident. How would this be successful, it 
is essential that the entire team prepared for emergency 
situations, be familiar with the established hierarchy.  
The person in charge of security, liaison officer and 
information, should assist managers in taking effective 
and efficient steps and the order to suppress the effect 
of the accident. Figure 2 shows proposal structure of 
the organization to respond to emergency situations. 

Thus, a complete emergency planning must be 
efficiently developed and all employees who are 
involved in the contingency plan must comply with all 
the steps necessary for the suppression of miraculous 
situation.  

 
 

Figure 2. A proposed hierarchic organiyation for 
emergency response 

 
Table 2 shows the tasks of persons responsible for 
emergency response in case of an accident. The plan is 
necessary to specify the duties and responsibilities of 
the employees who are involved in the plan for 
emergency situations.  
The incident commander is responsible in complete 
planning, management and coordination in emergency 
response. It is important that in case of emergencies 
incident commander decides on the need for a complete 
shutdown of the system and determines the degree of 
evacuation. The incident commander has a deputy, who 
takes on the role and responsibility in the absence of 
the main leaders. In order to reduce the level of 
confusion and uncertainty, it is important that the roles 
and responsibilities of governing bodies and staff are 
clearly defined and displayed. 
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Table 2. Job duty of each related-staff during an accident in a process plant 

No. Responsible personnel Work assigment 

1. Incident commander  

- Execution of action planning in emergency situations; 
- Risk assessment; 
- Coordination teams; 
- Issuing orders to evacuate, if it isnecessary; 
- Allocation of resources to the people; 

2. Deputy incident commander 

- Coordinate between the incident commander and other teams for 
emergency response; 

- Coordinate with the team for the rescue and gives suggestions 
for response measures; 

3. Safety and security officer 
- Evacuation of personnel and vehicles within the complex; 
- Monitors the rescue operations; 
- Helps Firefighters; 

4. Information officer 
- Documents a folder rescue; 
- Assists in the analysis of accidents; 
- Public Relations and Media; 

5. Liaison officer - Coordinate with the local administration, ministries and the 
military for local evacuation; 

6. Rescue team 

- Protection of operating personnel and coordinating the 
evacuation of within the complex; 

- Organizing the necessary resources required for the rescue in 
emergency situations; 

7. Logistic and Finance officers - Provides financial resources for the resources necessary to 
prevent the spread of the accident. 

 
Figure 3 shows the role of each team member in 
respond to emergency in case the leakage of hazardous 
materials.  

 
Figure 3. Emergency procedure in case leakage of hazardous materials 
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COMMON PROBLEMS DURING 
EMERGENCY RESPONSE 
In addition to investigating the cause of the incident, it 
is necessery the whole process of emergency response 
analyze, discuss orders issued in response to the 
accident, procedures, measures of good and bad steps, 
in order to improve the quality of the response in 
similar situations. The following text presents the 
general problems and failures with which the 
organizers can be encountered when developing plans 
for emergency response: 
• Assessment of accidental situations: competent 

people who are responsible in the affected area 
must immediately determine whether incurred 
fortunes can be controlled or not. If not possible, it 
is necessary to form a team for emergency response 
rescue. 

• Incident commander does nost give precise 
instructions: depending on the accuracy of order 
depends further course of the emergency response, 
ie. will depend the success of the action. However, 
wrong commands incident commander may 
endanger people's lives and property. Team 
members for emergency (deputy, safety and 
security officer, information officer, liaison officer, 
rescue team, logistic and finance officers) must 
gather the latest information, analyze and estimate 
the most effective approach to reduce the impact of 
accidents. 

• A failure in forming a team for response in 
emergency: in the cause of the accident, a person 
caught in the area take the first steps. If the formed 
situation can not be controlled, it is necessary to 
submit a report to the incident commander as to 
assemble the main center for emergency situations. 
If you still can not control the accident, it is 
necessary to engage the local rescue units. At this 
stage it is very important to never allow the further 
development of disaster. 

• Unclear authoritative of the responsible person: the 
biggest problem in emergency situations is that 
people have no idea about what to do and what are 
their duties. In such situations, given the chaotic 
situation at the plant, responsible staff can not carry 
out their tasks in full when you do not know their 
responsibilities, and thus leading to a longer process 
of prevention. 

• Missout in setting incident commander for 
emergency response: incident commander plays the 
most important role in these situations. If there is an 
accident, and the incident commander is not set, the 
problems will only get bigger. In this case, the 
development progress of emergency will not be 
stopped promptly, despite sufficient staff are 
available to provide the necessary support.  

• Poor use of communications equipment: Reporting 
requires the use of different communication 
devices. With reporting the real situation on the 

ground in the control center, incident commander 
may issue necessary instructions and commands. At 
this point, the equipment may cancel due to 
improper operation. Therefore, staff must be 
familiar with the functioning of communications 
equipment, as well as daily check the correctness of 
communication channels.  

• Passing people in the affected area: after zoning 
vulnerable areas to cold, warm and hot zone, these 
safety and security must control the entry of people 
in the affected area.  

• Delays in notification and reporting of accident: 
reporter should provide detailed information about 
the accident to the control center, event type, time 
and place, so the team members have sufficient 
informations with which to take initial steps to 
respond in emergency.  

• Failure to execute the incident commander’s 
instructions: If personnel fails to fulfill received 
commands, incident commander can’t control the 
progress of the accident and implement the process 
of evacuation of people and property. 

Common defects emergency response team are: 
• When people first take part in emergency response, 

are usually quite anxious to give accurate 
information about the resulting accident.  

• Using the wrong equipment: adequate equipment 
for emergency response is a key tool for the 
resulting disaster.  

• To slow a response in properly putting on 
protection equipment: before going to the field, the 
team members for emergency respond must be 
provided with personal protective equipment.  

• Lack of training of employees: with the arrival of 
new employees in plant, they must receive adequate 
training and procedures for emergency, as well as 
the use of personal protective equipment. 

• Immediate response team members to emergency 
respond: team members are obliged to go to the 
place of accident for rescue and mitigate the impact 
of the accident. If they have not gone through 
systematic training, they can not perform these 
tasks, and can endanger their lives. Accordingly, the 
team members must understand their 
responsibilities and duties. 
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CONCLUSION 
Emergency response plan in high-risk industries is an 
integral and essential part of the strategy for prevention 
of adverse events. All teams participating in emergency 
response (incident commander, deputy commander, 
safety and security officer, information officer, liaison 
officer, rescue team, logistic and finance officers) need 
to be forked certain responsibilities are defined plan for 
emergencies. In this paper, the accent is put on the 
proper establishment of a methodology for the 
development of plans in solving hazardous situation, 
which can be applied in various industries, which 
perform bandwidth, storage, production of hazardous 
substances. Also, this work has enabled understanding 
critical points that may arise in applying the plans, 
which may be the result of a shell error, system failure, 
and other factors, then determine the procedure for 
responding in emergencies, ensuring adequate 
communication equipment and the availability of 
equipment for emergency. The success of the actions is 
reflected in the fact that all members of the team 
sticking to pre-defined procedures and execute the 
commands of their superiors. 
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SAFETY ENGINEERING - INŽENJERSTVO ZAŠTITE 

IZRADA PLANOVA U VANREDNIM SITUACIJAMA ZA                  
INDUSTRIJE VISOKOG RIZIKA 

Nikola Mišić 
 
Rezime: Da bi se uzroci rizika i potencijalni efekti rizičnih događaja eliminisali, kontrolisali i minimizirali, 
potrebno je uspostaviti sistem upravljanja, čiji je cilj planiranje, kontrola i redukcija udesa. U ovom radu 
predstavljena je struktura plana za regovanje u vanrednim situacijama. Takođe, sagledani su problemi i neuspesi 
sa kojima se mogu susresti organizatori koji izrađuju planove. Planiranje je bitan aspekt upravljanja vanrednim 
situacijama, gde se sprečava dalje širenje udesa i minimalizuje njegov učinak. Primena interaktivnog planiranja u 
vanrednim situacijama omogućava brze, efikasne, efektivne i pouzdane razmene podataka. Na taj način ostvaruje 
se bolja koordinacija i komunikacija među oformljenim timovima zaduženim za reagovanje u vanrednim 
situacijama.  

Ključne reči: planiranje, vanredne situacije, rizik. 
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PROFESSIONAL RISK  
 
Ivan Krstić, Branislav Anđelković 
 
Development and establishment of complex systems, 
which are the results of increasing social needs, contain 
and generate new risks. The key significance has been 
given not only to technology itself but to their 
organization, training, and harmonization of system 
relationships in various structures of the system. In this 
regard, the results expected in the process of scientific 
development, especially the theories of safety and risk, 
are directly related to forecasting, improving and 
reducing the consequences of risky events.  
Starting from the premise that a risk event cause the 
disturbance of physical, mental and moral integrity of 
people and jeopardizing material and natural resources 
or systems, the risk is considered in terms of cause and 
effects. In terms of causes, risk is a function of danger 
and safety, whereas in terms of effects, risk is the 
function of probability of a risky event and the loss 
related to it. In order to eliminate, control or minimize 
the causes of risk and potential effects of risk events, 
the risk must be properly managed.  
The textbook Professional Risk includes the contents 
related to the system of occupational safety and health 
and risk assessment in the workplace and working 
environment. 
The first chapter “Professional risk - the concept, the 
matter and the objective” provides an overview of 
definitions regarding the concept and the content of 
professional risks, taking into account the constant 
growth of different professions conditioned by 
technological and social development and risks that 
threaten this development. 

The second chapter “Legislation and standardization 
in the field of professional risk“ refers to and contains 
an overview of international regional, national and 
other forms of regulation regarding the relationships 
and required criteria and standards for risk management 
in manufacturing systems. 
“Methodology and professional risk assessment 
methods“ is the third chapter which includes an 
overview of the methodologies and methods of risk 
assessment used in scientific research and practical 
applications. 
The fourth chapter “Professional risk assessment“ 
provides a new methodology for professional risk 
assessment in accordance with the Regulations and 
methods of risk assessments in the workplace and in 
the working environment, using the modified AUVA 
method, which is widely used and accepted in Serbia. 
The fifth chapter “Professional risk management” 
presents  an organizational structure, planning 
activities, responsibilities, procedures and resources for 
developing, applying, implementing, reviewing and 
maintaining the policy of occupational safety and 
health, according to the OHSAS 18000 series of 
standards.. 
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ALEKSANDAR INŽENJERING D.O.O. 
Novi Sad, Srbija 

Prodaja i servis mernih instrumenata 
http://www.merniinstrumenti.com 

 
TERMOVIZIJSKE KAMERE 
Instrumenti za termovizijsku dijagnostiku 

 
Termovizijska dijagnostika se koristi u tehničke i medicinske 
svrhe, a posebno je našla primenu u zaštiti i bezbednosnim 
sistemima. Termovizijske kamere omogućavaju da ljudsko 
oko sagleda ono što ne može da vidi. Svako telo emituje 
određenu količinu energije koja može da se registruje 
kamerom za termoviziju.  
Na osnovu rezultata snimanja ili posmatranja kroz objektiv 
kamere, registruje se infracrveno ili toplotno zračenje i 
najnižeg stepena, a omogućava se izuzetno precizno merenje 
temperature bez ikakvog kontakta sa objektom čije se fizičke 
karakteristike mere. Na osnovu rezultata dobijenih 
testiranjem moguće je napraviti preciznu evaluaciju 
mehaničkih, termičkih, električnih i bioloških procesa. 
Informacije o struji, voltaži, otporu i energiji su dragoceni za 
adekvatno postavljanje električnih instalacija i njihovo 
puštanje u rad.   
Kineska kompanija Wuhan Guide Infrared, koju na našem 
tržištu zastupa "Aleksandar Inženjering", godinama 
unapređuje tehnologiju registrovanja termalne, odnosno 
infracrvene energije. Termovizijske kamere "Wuhan Guide 
Infrared" su tehnološki superiorni proizvodi, visokih 
performansi i za životnu sredinu neškodljivi. 
 
Za industriju 
TP8 serija 

 
EasIR Serija i EasIR-9 
EasIR Serija je nova infracrvena kamera 
proizvođača Guide, koja pomera granice 
infracrvenog snimanja svojim odličnim 
karakteristikama i niskom cenom. 
Dizajnirana je za rad pod teškim radnim 
uslovima i za korisnike, koji ne moraju 
biti visoko obučeni, EasiR Serija je 
otporna na udarce i robus tna i pod 
najtežim radnim uslovima. 
 

Za medicinu 
Termovizijske kamere vrlo lako i precizno detektuju 
detektuju temperatune razlike pojedinih delova površine tela 
čoveka i životinja i mogu se koristiti u mnogim medicinskih 

granama kao u epidemiologiji, virusologiji, reumatologiji, 
hirurgiji, dijagnostici kancera, metaboličkih bolesti, 
vaskularnih promena, stomatologiji, kao i za otkrivanje 
različitih bolesti i pre nego što su doživeli punu kliničku sliku 
pa je značajna njena uloga u ranom otkrivanju i prevenciji. 

 

 

 
 
Za zaštitu od požara, zaštitu radne i životne sredine 
Protivpožarna ručna termička kamera IR1190 je opremljena 
sa detektorom ultravisoke rezolucije, što joj omogućuje 
prikazivanje slike besprekorne jasnoće, a time se pomaže 
vatrogascima da vide kroz oblake dima i da identifikuju 
moguće žrtve pre nego što do dođe do povrede, ili smrti 

 
Napredna tehnologija infracrvenog merenja temperature vam 
pomaže da odredite tačan izvor vatre, a time da donesete 
tačnu i blagovremenu odluku, koja neće biti ugrožena od 
strane nepreciznosti merenja detektora. Na raspolaganju je i 
bežični prenos video informacija, kojim se može ostvariti 
slanje žive slike iz prve ruke u komandni centar, gde se onda 
mogu doneti brze i precizne odluke. 

http://www.guide-infrared.com/Main.aspx?lang=en
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